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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I have to cast my lot with those who age after age, perversely, 
with no extraordinary power, reconstitute the world 

(Adrienne Rich, "Natural Resources," The Dream of a Common 
Language 67). 

Feminism, a largely misunderstood term both in Europe and 

America, has made strong statements in modern literature of many 

countries in the past decade. The nonfiction works Of Woman Born 

(1976) by American author/poet Adrienne Rich and Mother Love [L'Amour 

en plusi (1980) by French author Elisabeth Badinter deal specifically 

with the myth of motherhood—that myth being twofold: a) all women 

are suited for motherhood simply because of their biological make-up 

and b) because a woman bears a child, it follows naturally that she be 

the main nurturer for him/her for years to come. 

German author/poet Elisabeth Alexander has used fiction to convey 

her belief that mothers who love their children are not allowed 

adequate help from society. Her latest novel, Sie hatte ihre Kinder 

toten sollen (1982), as well as other pieces of her prose and poetry, 

shows that such mothers are forced to sacrifice their lives as women 

in order to nurture, feed, and clothe their children. The male-

dominated society, because of its traditional upbringing, feels no 

duty to help nurture its children. Men have been taught that nurturing 

is women's work. In the struggle to survive, mothers sometiraes end up 

hating that which they instinctively love (their children). 

1 



Rich, Badinter, and Alexander share a common trait: each is a 

dedicated mother. Each has raised three children whom she loves and 

admires. Continuing to address the motherhood myth, these feminist 

authors discuss the rights which should be afforded mothers, but which 

are denied them in the modern patriarchal society which has 

perpetrated the mother myth. Rich points out in her Foreword, "This 

book is not an attack on the family or on mothering, except as defined 

and restricted under patriarchy" (Of Woman Born xvi). In the 

Afterword, Rich concludes: 

We need to imagine a world in which every woman is the 
presiding genius of her own body. In such a world women will 
truly create new life, bringing forth not only children (if 
and as we choose) but the visions and the thinking, necessary 
to sustain, console, and alter human existence—a new 
relationship to the universe (Of Woman Born 292). 

Badinter's general summation is that motherhood is not a given 

but a gift (Gray xvii). She says, "Contrary to many assumptions, it 

[motherhood] is not a deeply-rooted given in [all] women's natures" 

(Badinter xxiii). Rich and Badinter both conclude on an optimistic 

note, that society has evolved far enough now so that women should not 

have to refuse to become mothers in order to be liberated from the 

role of sole nurturer of children. They agree it is time that men 

share in the child-rearing role. Badinter claims: 

Today women . . . have decided to change the world order—that 
is, the behavior of men. Not only do they refuse the 
requirement of bearing a child as a prerequisite to earning 
the title of "fulfilled woman," but they demand, before 
agreeing to have a child, that the responsibilities of 
"mothering" and child-rearing be shared (317). 

Rich and Badinter are just two of several non-fiction writers to 

be discussed who have pointed out the gross injustices plaguing women, 



especially those who have become mothers (either by choice or by 

accident) through past millennia of male dominance. 

No definitive nonfiction work to compare with Of Woman Born or 

Mother Love has come out of Germany or the Gerraan-speaking countries, 

according to Dr. Brunhilde Scheuringer of the Institute for Cultural 

Sociology, University of Salzburg. "Naturlich sind diese Bucher 

[Mother Love, Of Woman Born, and others concerning motherhood] in der 

Zwischenzeit auch ins Deutsche ubersetzt und viel diskutiert worden," 

she wrote in a recent letter. However, many shorter texts by German 

feminists concerning the motherhood issue were translated and 

published by the State University of New York Press in 198A as part of 

an anthology entitled German Ferainism: Readings in Politics and 

Literature. According to the editors, Edith Hoshino Altbach, et al., 

"this anthology presents an interplay of two kinds of writing by women 

in the German language: The new women's prose literature and the 

working papers from the new German women's movement. These texts— 

almost sixty in all—were culled from a wide range of commercial, 

left, and feminist presses and journals" (xi). The writers themselves 

are a diverse group of women; among them are academicians, 

journalists, politicians, sociologists, filmmakers, and full-time 

authors. They deal with a wide range of feminist concerns such as 

marriage and family law reformation, women's political parties, wages 

for housework, and institutionalized hostility toward women in the 

patriarchal society. 

It might seem that feminist values and ideas could be transmitted 

more directly through nonfiction. However, Altbach, et ai. write, 



• • . we believe that this intermingling of stories and excerpts 
from novels together with documents and articles more faithfully 
presents the range of writing important to well-read and thoughtful 
feminists. Moreover, the fantastic and realistic tales which make 
up almost half of this volume may well outlive the other material 
in their power to evoke a response in us; for the literary texts 
keep before us the workaday and imaginative world of women—the 
truth against which feminist impulses and ideas must be measured 
(xi). 

Two fictional works chosen for this anthology of feminist 

writings, "Ein Haufchen Ehe" (1978) and "Werbung" (1978), are stories 

by Alexander. She has published poems, essays, stories, and novels 

since 1971, and agrees with Altbach, et al. in their belief that 

fiction may outlive nonfiction in its power to summon forth emotion in 

us. A one-time journalist, her motto is "Literatur dauert langer" 

(qtd in: Graf). Although Alexander, born in 1932, refuses to consider 

herself ferainist, many of her writings about women, and often mothers 

in particular, comment on the double standards and injustices plaguing 

women in Germany's patriarchal society, which provided the watchword 

for women's oppression: Kinder, Kuche, Kirche (Altbach, et al. 3). 

Self-proclaimed feminist writers also have dealt with such inequities 

in recent works. 

Writing from her garret apartment in Heidelberg, Alexander 

produced her novel about mother rights in 1982 and has seen it become 

a controversial piece of literature in Germany. Its shocking title, 

Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten sollen, raises ire among raany readers—and 

possibly among more would-be readers who pass it up in the bookstore 

or library because of the abhorrent suggestion of raurdering one's 

children. In truth, Alexander also abhors such a suggestion and uses 

the title ironically, a fact misunderstood by raany of her critics. 
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The author stresses, "Ich mochte . . . darauf hinweisen, daB es rair in 

meinem Roman liberhaupt nicht und ganz und gar nicht ura das 

tatsachliche Toten der Kinder geht—sondern es geht darura, rait diesem 

Titel auf die Briichigkeit des Mutterrechts hinzuweisen" (Alexander, 

letter to author 5 Jan. 1986). Alexander's heroine, Magdalena Sand, a 

divorced mother with several children living in poverty, does not want 

to kill her children. Instead, she is a woman "gifted" with the 

talent and desire for motherhood, according to Badinter's idea. 

Alexander does not concern herself with the first part of the 

motherhood myth (that many women do not desire to be mothers). 

Instead, she criticizes the second part of the mother myth perpetrated 

by society, i.e., because Magdalena has borne the children, it is up 

to her alone to perform all the domestic chores involved in keeping 

and feeding a household, both financially and physically. Her highly 

misinterpreted novel treats the subject of mother rights in a tragedy 

laced with humor—a different approach from the non-fiction works of 

Rich, Badinter, Carolyn Heilbrun, and others. 

Alexander insists that her advocacy of rights for her female as 

well as male characters stems from a viewpoint broader than that of 

feminism. She claims that her stand is that of a humanist. In 

interviews and letters included in this thesis, Alexander explains her 

case against feminisra as she perceives the terra. Her negative 

interpretation of feminisra becomes understandable when one studies the 

existing nonfiction declarations of several German feminists who have 

adopted a separatist position from raen in today's society. In 

comparison to these German viewpoints, American feminisra takes on a 
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"humanistic" appearance. Some of these Gerraan writings will be 

examined in Chapter II. Alexander was first repulsed by German 

feminists during the beginning stages of the modern women's movement 

in Germany that was influenced by the leftist student moveraent of the 

late sixties. She was then a single mother with three young children 

struggling to survive in the university town of Heidelberg. She 

explains in Chapter II the anti-mother attitudes of that leftist 

movement. 

However, veteran German feminist and social scientist Hannelore 

Mabry says a new women's moveraent has arisen as a protest against 

those "patronizing attitudes" of the student left raoveraent which did 

not represent "an adequate political theory and strategy for the 

solution of the 'woraan problem'" (The New Women's Movement . . . 324). 

She calls for a more grassroots approach and sees the need of 

recruiting housewives, farmers, and women over thirty-five into the 

German moveraent which now draws most of its strength from among 

students, journalists, and academicians in the social sciences. 

Perhaps, then, German ferainist ideas are turning raore toward those of 

American feminism, which, it has been said, is raore of a grassroots 

movement than an academically elite one. "[The American movement] 

was born out of the experience of educated housewives rather than of 

academic stars . . ." writes Francine du Plessix Gray (xiv). Both the 

French and German movements were born on university campuses. 

Alexander apparently has not seen feminisra in the light that Mabry has 

shed, but instead from the standpoint of the older leftist feminists. 

Though Alexander claims disagreement with feminists, the fact 



remains that throughout much of her literature she criticizes severely 

the traditional male prejudices which hinder women in their struggles 

as human beings. These prejudices are perpetuated in the rules of 

modern society and make it difficult for many Alexander heroines to 

carry on their lives with human dignity. 

One of the traditions hindering Magdalene Sand in Kinder is the 

teaching of the Roman Catholic Church. The Roman Catholic influence 

provides a significant drawback to the emancipation of women, 

according to several other feminist authors as well (e.g. Mary Daly, 

Simone de Beauvoir). Late in life, Alexander's heroine deals bitterly 

with the mother myth which conditioned her in her Catholic upbringing. 

Alexander's observations will be reinforced in this study by similar 

declarations in the nonfiction of other feminist writers. 

Her distinct identification with the plight of women (mothers and 

older women in particular) is feministic, as well as humanistic. The 

two terms need not contradict one another. The fact that she speaks 

also for men in certain of her works does not preclude her serving as 

a spokesperson for women. Many German feminists do not yet agree with 

such a non-separatist stand, but, as the world-wide moveraent 

progresses and a cross section of society's women become involved, it 

will become evident that women must work with raen and raen with women 

toward liberation from traditional roles. Ferainists raay—and in fact 

should—speak for all of humanity. 

In view of the arguments cited above, Alexander must be seen as 

a feminist writer, not only in Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten sollen, but 

in several other of her works as well. It will become evident, as 
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several pieces of prose and poetry are discussed, that the attitudes 

expressed by Alexander are indeed the same as those in the works of 

other ferainist authors. Alexander has said that she had not read the 

feministic works of Rich, Badinter, and Karin Struck, author of the 

feminist novel Die Mutter, 1975, when she wrote Kinder nor has she 

read them since. "Ich liebe es mehr, aus allererster Hand meine 

Gedanken in meinem Kopf zu finden. Ich gehe lieber unbeeinfluBt durch 

andere Autoren an meine literarischen Arbeiten heran," she explains 

(letter to author 5 Jan 1986). There is no evidence in Of Woraan Born 

and Mother Love that either Rich or Badinter knew of each other's 

works about raotherhood during the writings of their own books. It 

must be assumed then that the urgency of mothers' rights had become a 

ripe topic spontaneously but independently in several different 

countries. An international consciousness among women seems to have 

arisen simultaneously. They are speaking out for themselves and for 

each other. Elisabeth Alexander is one of these women. 



CHAPTER II 

DEFINING FEMINISM 

Hirnwasche 

Und dann 
als ich reden wollte 
schlug mir ein Mann 
die Lippen tot 
als ich sehen wollte 
meinen Blick 
als ich horen wollte 
meine Ohren 
dann machte ich mich auf 
und suchte die Frau 
so bin ich zum Transvestiten 
des Mannes geworden 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Ich bin kein Pferd 110) 

Dann sagte 
ich 
ich will frei 
sein 
ich sagte prazise 
frei 
sein 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Ich bin kein Pferd back cover). 

"Elisabeth Alexander gilt als Vertreterin einer 
Frauenemanzipation, die abseits vom fanatischen Ferainisraus ihren 
Weg sucht; vor allera ihre beiden Romane begrundeten diesen Ruf" 

(Die Rheinpfalz 1985). 

Feminism, according to Webster's Dictionary, 1984, is a) "the 

principle that women should have political, economic, and social 

rights equal to those of men" b) "the raoveraent to win such rights for 

woraen." This will be the working definition of ferainism for this 

thesis. Widely accepted goals*of feminisra are: 1) healthy self-

respect among women, 2) female support of other women in their quest 
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for self respect, 3) economic independence for women through adequate 

job training, 4) the certainty of having no more children than the 

woraan wants, and none at all if she does not want an-/, and 5) freedom 

to grow intellectually, spiritually, experientially, societally. 

Central goals of the ferainist movement are the equal sharing of 

raen and women 1) in the marketplace, 2) in education, and 3) at home 

in raaintaining the household and in nurturing children, if there are 

any. 

One ideal of feminisra should be a melding of the roles of raen and 

woraen—so that neither sex is in the vexing situation of role 

expectation, but both share the probleras and pleasures of 

responsibility in domestic work as well as in work outside the home. 

In meshing their functions at home and on the job, both men and woraen 

would, in ideal role division, enjoy the different qualities that each 

sex has to offer in the areas of life traditionally separated by sex 

roles. All children would be wanted and therefore cherished. A new 

and richer culture would evolve—one which is advantageous to both 

sexes. Can we assume that such an ideal relationship is possible? If 

so, equal rights for woraen should be an issue for raen as well as for 

woraen, because both sexes stand the chance to profit. 

It is interesting to note that two German dictionaries take a 

slightly raore partisan approach to the terra Ferainisraus. Duden—Das 

Fremdworterbuch, 1982: Ferainisraus—"Richtung der Frauenbewegung, die, 

von den Bedurfnissen der Frau ausgehend, eine grundlegende Veranderung 

der gesellschaftlichen Norraen (z.B. der traditionellen 

Rollenverteilung) und der patriarchalischen Kultur anstrebt." Wahri'j 
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Deutsches Worterbuch. 1980: Ferainistin—"Frau. die fur die Aufhebung 

der Herrschaft des Mannes uber die Frau in gesellschaftl. u. privaten 

Bereich kampft. Both Gerraan definitions are essentially the sarae as 

that in Webster's. l)ut seera raore aggressively worded. As mentioned in 

Chapter I, Gerraan feminists have the reputation of aggressiveness and 

separatism. Some factions are openly hostile toward raen. Only a 

sraall part of the Gerraan feraale cross section is represented in the 

ferainist moveraent—mostly social science academicians and journalists. 

They are looked upon with caution and sometiraes with suspicion. 

Elisabeth Alexander voices her own strong reservation: "Ich giaube, 

daB Ferainistinnen (die allerraeisten) nicht wirklich aufgeschlossen 

sind. Sie sind nicht weltoffen, sie sind eher voreingenoramen. In der 

Tat, sie sind nicht offenen Sinnes" (personal interview 26 Jan. 85). 

An examination of the writings of numerous feminists in Germany 

and America, written from the late sixties through the mid-eighties 

reveals issues to which Alexander has taken exception, A personal 

interview with Alexander on the subject shows her rejection of 

feminism to be founded, in part, on her impressions of 1) the leftist 

feminist groups of the late sixties/early seventies who rejected 

motherhood as being an insignificant part of womanhood, 2) an 

intellectual pretentiousness of some German feminists, and 3) German 

feminists who take an almost exclusively separatist position from men. 

These ferainist types are raost often portrayed in the raass media. If 

ferainists were truly limited to these three groups, then Alexander 

would have a legitimate reason for rejecting feminisra altogether. 

But not all ferainists fit these three categories. Alexander has 
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said that she has not read the definitive works of Badinter and Rich 

concerning French and Araerican ferainistic ideas, although both have 

been in Gerraan translation for years. Conversations with the author 

show that Alexander has not defined ferainisra for herself. Fiction 

writers and poets, however, are generally excused from studying such 

issues thoroughly, because the writer of fiction is not necessarily a 

scholar and poetry does not have to be logical. Alexander maintains 

that she prefers to discover her own truths and not read someone 

else's theory. 

The author became disenchanted with the leftist student 

movement which influenced the fledgling ferainist groups in the late 

sixties and which she still associates with feminists of the eighties. 

In an essay, "Linker Geist auf rechtem Fleck," Alexander tells of her 

impressions of the student left during her years as a young mother in 

Heidelberg. She maintains that mothers were pushed aside as nobodies 

by the student left. She took this insult personally. "Die 

gesellschafts -politische Wende, rait der auch raeine personliche 

Revolution gezundet war: der Aufstand gegen die aufkoramende links-

trend-bedingte Vernieraandung einer Frau" (Linker Geist . . . 43). 

Refusing to be ignored by these pseudo-intellectuals as she saw 

thera, the strong-willed Alexander, her three children in tow, stood on 

the streets of Heidelberg and debated with the students. "Die 

Mehrzahl linker Studenten lehnte raeine Erfahrenheit als Mutter und 

Mensch kategorisch ab. Von ihnen wurde ich zur Nullfrau gemacht, 

raeine Kinder zu Nulikindern" (Linker Geist . . . 44) . . . Wir 

entsprachen ihrera vorgeschriebenen Linkslook nicht," she explains 
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(Linker Geist . . . 48). These students said they were against 

authority; however, they refused to consider any points of view other 

than their own, spouting raottos which they had raeraorized from their 

leftist comrades, thus imposing their self-proclaimed authority on 

others. "Es wurden die Leute, die nicht unverziiglich ja stimraten, als 

reaktionar, konservativ und autoritar beschirapft," the author writes 

(Linker Geist . . . 46). 

Alexander points out that a student wasn't "in" if s/he wasn't a 

Leftist: 

Denn links wollte nun fast ieder sein. Links als Synonyra fur 
zeitgenossisch, fur 'in', fur politisch engagiert. Links vor 
allera auch als Spruchband filr jung, fur progressiv, fiir auBer 
der Norra lebend. Links fur intellektuelle und raodische 
Aufgeschlossenheit (Linker Geist . . . 44). 

Hence, the author saw the leftists as being conformists. They 

looked alike, they talked alike—all used the "affected, academically 

superior form of expression" Hannelore Mabry criticizes in the leftist 

brand of feminism of today (Feminist theory . . . 265). These 

"Pseudo-Linken," as Alexander calls them, had a narrow point of view, 

like horses wearing blinders. As if in opposition, Alexander raised 

her children to consider every side of an issue. She encouraged them 

to think freely, to ask questions of everybody and to build their own 

spiritual freedom, not bounded by what certain groups or society felt 

at that raoraent to be correct. 

Wir [ray children and I] waren individuell in unserer 
Koraraunikation, und die [Linke] waren kollektiv in ihrer 
(Linker Geist . . . 49) . . . Fii'r mich war unsere 
Individualitat schon imraer so ein biBchen auch das Synonym fiir 
Antiautoritat. . . Personliche Stellungnahmen und personliche 
Einsatze wurden raeinen Kindern und rair die Garantie, in 
geistiger Freiheit und, politisch gesehen, in sozialera 
BewuBtsein zu leben (Linker Geist . . . 51). 
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Because she is proud of the individuality for which she had to 

fight, Alexander finds conforraity distasteful. Conforming raeans 

belonging to a group, categorizing, labeling, and stifling oneself. To 

be labelled "feminist" places a person in a state of conforraity. This 

refusal to join, a resolution she has adhered to these many years, 

most likely plays a significant role in her rejection of the feminist 

moveraent. She reflects on her reasons for shunning groups during her 

years as a young mother: 

Eine . . . Basis zur Anpassung sah ich in der aktiven oder 
passiven Zugehorigkeit zu einer Gruppe. Gleichgiiltig, ob es 
eine kirchliche, politische oder kulturelle war. Ich hatte 
keine Zeit und keine gedanklichen Freiraume fur solche 
Gruppenzugehorigkeiten. Ich hatte allein und autonora fiir 
meine Kinder zu sorgen, geistig und raateriell (Linker 
Geist . . . 43). 

A recent exaraple of the author's distaste for organizations was 

documented in the Badische Zeitung (Blum-Korn). Alexander, recently 

invited by a group of women writers calling themselves Schreibende 

Frauen to read from her works, exercised her usual blunt honesty in a 

newspaper interview. Concerned that her statements might hurt the 

Initiative, Alexander nevertheless felt it her duty to say what she 

thought. She admitted she has no patience with woraen who band 

together and call theraselves writers. Why raust one polarize against 

one sex or the other in the business of writing?—she seemed to ask. 

The author posed the question: "Haben Sie schon raal was von einer 

Initiative schreibender Manner gehort?—Eben" (Blura-Korn)! Again, 

Alexander showed her raistrust of conforraity to a group. She ridiculed 

the idea that women must support each other in their effort to be good 

writers: 
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Schreibende Frauen. Das klingt wie nahende Frauen, backende 
Frauen, putzende Frauen, liebende Frauen, oder etwa denkende 
Frauen. Da stort doch was. . . Es klingt nach 
Nebenbeschaftigung. Nach Sonntagsdichterei (Blum-Korn). 

She finds rauch of the writing which coraes out of these groups to 

be naive and amateurish. These women perceive writing as a hobby, but 

Alexander has paid a big price for professionalism. It has meant much 

industriousness, discipline, endurance, and risk. Her opinion of 

Schreibende Frauen can be likened to her opinion of feminist groups. 

It is likely that many members of both groups deserve her mistrust. 

However, it also is probable that some merabers of these organizations 

are her peers. Sorae raay well be worthy of her caraaraderie and she of 

theirs. 

But instead of identifying herself with a group, she prefers the 

label of "self-raade woraan." After divorcing her husband in 1963, a 

radical act for a Gerraan woraan at that time, she was left to fend for 

herself and her children with no financial aid from the children's 

father. She rented beds to Araerican tourists to raake ends raeet until 

becoming a full-time writer sorae years later. "Meine Kinder sind 

naturlich stolz auf mich, well ich alles aus rair geraacht habe, alles 

was ich weiB," she says (personal interview 25 Jan 85). An editor 

frora Merlin Verlag, Alexander's original publisher, writes about 

Alexander's "self-raade woraan" image: 

. . . Die tagliche Muhe, die standige Auseinandersetzung mit 
der Urawelt haben ihr als Selbstverstandlichkeit beschert, was 
anderen zum Problem wird: Emanzipation. Uragekehrt erfahrt 
sie als Entbehrung, was anderen als lastige Fessel, als 
Menetekel von Subalternitat und Entfaltungshindernis der Frau 
zum Feindbild wird: Sicherheit und Geborgenheit. . . 
Elisabeth Alexander weiB, wovon und woruber sie schreibt. Sie 
weiB, daB man die kreattirliche Not des Lebens bewaltigen muB, 
daB man die Widerspruchlichkeit der Existenz nicht rait 
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Deklamationen und Proklamationen manipulieren kann. . . (Ich 
hange mich ans schwarze Brett back cover). 

The author describes why she has been able to accomplish so much 

on her own: 

Das ist der Wille in mir, das sind die Frauenkrafte in mir, 
die mich antreiben und der Wille ist mein Vertrauenspartner 
. . . Und meiner Ansicht nach, da ich ira Prinzip imraer bei 
Null beginnen muB, habe ich schon eine groBe Menge erreicht. 
Ich habe literarischen Erfolg, personlichen, und ich bin sehr 
zufrieden und sehr gliicklich und sehr stolz, daB ich fahig 
bin, so intensiv rait NIGHTS und mit VIEL zu leben (letter to 
author 21 Jan. 86). 

Alexander wants readers to see her as an individual who has had 

the initiative to raake her own way in the world and who has not felt 

the need to be dependent on a group for her self-identity as many 

ferainists have. For instance, she sees in ferainists a tendency toward 

a "pseudo-intellectualisra." The author, who holds no academic degree, 

often defends herself against intellectuals, or Intis, as she calls 

thera. Intis find a false sense of identity in their higher education, 

she claims. And they look down on people like her who do not possess 

such degrees. Alexander speaks through the young woman, Karla, in her 

story "Ein Requiem fur die Mutter:" 

Als Karla mit einem Male beobachtete, wie wichtig diese Art 
Frauen sich nahra, verglich sie die rait der Sekte Neuer 
Intellektualitat . . . In diese eraotionale Unordnung hinein 
entdeckte Karla unzahlige Frauen, die sich eine intellektuelle 
Selbstuberschatzung libergestulpt batten, wie Manner, die Angst 
haben, fur durara gehalten zu werden . . . (Daraengeschichten 
119-121). 

In effect Alexander becoraes a reverse snob when she looks down on 

those who overvalue their acaderaic training. Soraewhat defensively, 

she prides herself in achieving raore than many who have degrees. For 
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Alexander, hard work, initiative, and deeds are the necessities for 

achievement like hers. "Unter Emanzipation verstehe ich, den eigenen 

Willen nach Moglichkeit total zu leben." Und "Mir geht es darura 

vorzuleben, was ein Mensch kann, wenn er will," she stresses 

(Alexander qtd. in Graf, Theater u. Kultur Illustrierte). 

She claims that ferainists in their intellectual pretentiousness 

espouse too much theoretical jargon and realize few real results. "Es 

gibt fur mich einen grossen Unterschied zwischen Quatschen und Reden 

und Handeln. Es gibt viele, die diskutieren sich zu Tode. . ." 

(personal interview 25 Jan. 85). "Ich war nie ira Leben ein Freund der 

Theorie, ich wollte die Praxis, ich wollte die Realitat" (personal 

interview 26 Jan. 85). 

Clearly Alexander sees raany of the theories bandied about by 

ferainists as wasted effort* Too raany woraen coraplain about their 

situations and then do nothing to alter thera, according to Alexander: 

"Ferainisraus ist fur raich ein unerfreuliches Theraa, well es rair 
unerscho'pflich in negativen Aspekten zu sein scheint. Es 
steckt rair zuviel personlicher Egoisraus in den Vorstellungen, 
die Frauen da von sich geben. Ich raag es nicht, wenn 
Vorstellungen von Logik und Moglichkeit her, nie in die Tat 
umzusetzen sind. Und so erscheinen rair manche Ferainistinnen" 
(letter to author 21 Jan. 86). 

By setting herself apart frora raost other woraen, Alexander has 

isolated herself. She has remained an outsider and forfeited the 

mental and spiritual support of her peers. Her obvious prejudice 

against females who have not become as successful as herself—who 

have not broken into the man's world the hard way as she has—raay have 

been a detriraent to her as well as to other females. 

This lack of bonding with other woraen is examined by American 
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writer Carolyn Heilbrun, who, like Alexander, struck out alone into 

the man's world in a tirae not labeled "feminist." She analyzes the 

factors which "enabled woraen who had no ferainist or other group 

support to achieve, against all societal odds, a position of autonoray 

in a raale-dorainated world" (Heilbrun 30). Instead of bonding, raany 

achieving woraen have chosen to reraain outsiders in relation to their 

own sex, and, because they usually are regarded-as tokens in the raan's 

world, they never quite achieve the status of "insider" there either. 

Heilbrun writes: 

What becomes evident in studying women like myself, women who 
moved against the current of their times, is that sorae 
condition in their lives insulated thera frora society's 
expectations and gave thera a source of energy, even a sense of 
destiny, which would not perrait thera to accept the 
conventional feraale role. Some condition of being an outsider 
gave them the courage to be theraselves. Yet each of these 
outsiders, whatever she raay teach us, failed to bring other 
women with her into the male world, failed to bond with woraen 
. . . (30). 

Alexander has consented to be a token woman rather than a woraan 

bonded with other women. If other women can't make it as she did, it 

is their own fault, she seems to say. Heilbrun is distressed at the 

"I made it, why can't you" attitude of achieving woraen. This attitude 

is a failure to syrapathize with the struggles of less vigorous woraen 

selves. She writes: 

[These achieving women] refuse to understand the tokenism that 
they represent, refuse to see that their single presence, far 
from proving that anyone can make it, determines, under the 
present system, that no one else will* In fact, a woman of 
accoraplishraent alraost always feels a scorn for other woraen, 
that, although rarely chronicled, goes far to explain the 
failure of female bonding among woraen who have entered the 
raale sphere . . . What happens here . . . is that the woraan no 
longer, if she ever did, sees herself as belonging to the sarae 
species as other woraen (42-43). 
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Alexander is an example of the woraan Heilbrun describes. Most 

feminist writers claim that an important part of a united ferainist 

moveraent is the willingness of women to bond with each other for 

mutual support. But instead of sympathizing with less vigorous women, 

Alexander sees most as being too lazy and too comfortable in their 

daily life at home. She seeras to assurae that raost woraen are 

housewives, but that is not the case according to recent statistics 

(cf. Alice Schwarzer), Newsweek raagazine reports that in .\raerica, the 

raajority of mothers with children under 18 today are in the labor 

force—including nearly half of all married woraen with children under 

the age of one—and the raajority of thera, 71 percent, have full-time 

jobs (Kantrowitz, et al. 47). But Alexander claims that disgruntled 

housewives have failed to raake their way in the world because they 

refuse to work hard and show initiative as she does. Every woman has 

rauch strength hidden inside herself which is going to waste, says 

Alexander. She adds: 

Das liegt freilich daran, daB ihnen das tagliche Leben in Haus 
und Wohnung von der Zivilization her zu bequem geraacht worden 
ist. Und jetzt Ziehen sie [feminists] es vor, uber all das zu 
meckern und zu schirapfen, was diese Bequeralichkeit storen 
konnte (letter to author 21 Jan. 86). 

It is obvious frora her accusations about the comfort of women, 

that Alexander sees ferainisra to be a luxury of the well-to-do, i.e., 

those who do not have to work for a living. According to the 

following poera, she sees ferainists as woraen who have the tirae and 

money to worry about their rights. She makes it clear that these are 

the woraen who do not have real probleras; they can not iraagine having 

to deal with basic survival probleras such as Alexander had in raising 
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her children alone or with such probleras as Magdalena Sand faces in 

Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten sollen. In the following poem, Alexander 

compares these feminists to prostitutes in a king's court: 

Wahrlich ich sage euch 

Die feinen 
damenhaften Ferainistinnen 
die feinen 
daraenhaften Journalistinnen 
die feinen 
daraenhaften Ministerinnen 
die feinen damenhaften 
Hausfrauen 
der oberen Stande 
die sich in Boutiquen 
ihren Korperkram leisten 
in Tuchgeschaften 
in Einzelhandelsgeschaften 
das sind diejenigen Frauen 
solche 
die niemals 
nieraals rait mir 
in diesem einen selben Boot 
sitzen wollen 
sie sitzen lieber untereinander 
in einer blanken 
runden oder schwarzen 
Badewanne 
und reden sich das soziale 
Frauenleben in die 
Sprechblasen 
die sie dann ura den Hals hangen 
wie vordera 
die Kurtisanen ihre Silberfiichse 

(Alexander, Morikes Liif te . . . ) . 

Of course, the idea that ferainists corae frora the well-to-do class 

is erroneous. In fact, most feminists are not wealthy, as Mary Daly 

points out in The Church and the Second Sex. There is a tendency 

among the rich to feel that since they theraselves have not consciously 

suffered frora their situation, no serious difficulty exists anywhere 

(Daly 8). 

Not only are raost ferainists not well-to-do, they are also not 
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always childless, as Alexander seeras to believe. In fact, a look at 

biographical notes on the ferainist contributors to German Feminism 

reveals that many are mothers. And, as mentioned earlier. Rich, 

Badinter, and Heilbrun each has children. It is apparent that 

feminists are persons involved in the business of real, day-to-day 

life—raany with children and spouses. Most ferainists are not free of 

the doraestic responsibilities of raaking a living and nurturing 

children, as Alexander has envisioned thera. Her idea that ferainists 

are childless comes up in Kinder as the author comments on the spat-

upon, isolated mother in the patriarchal society. Magdalena thinks 

sarcastically to herself: "Mutter gehoren nicht mehr in die 

Offentlichkeit. Sie sollen nur ara Sorgen, ara Fursorgen, am 

Verantwortungstragen gehalten werden" (185). Alexander continues, 

"Magdalena gabe alles darura, urn eine ordentliche Ferainistin zu sein. 

Eine Ferainistin ohne Kind, ohne Anhang. Nur Ferainistin" (185). 

Alexander has still another arguraent with sorae feminists. It is 

their resolution to separate themselves entirely from men with the 

idea of creating a society without the male influence. Hatred of men, 

she feels, is unproductive. In "Ein Requiem fur die Mutter," written 

during the seventies, the young heroine thinks: 

Dieser MannerhaB, den so manche der Frauen offentlich und 
heiralich propagierten, diente auf keinen Fall einera lebendigen 
Fortschritt. Ira Grunde war er nichts anderes als ein 
Stehschritt. Diese Frauen bleiben an Ort und Stelle ihres 
Hasses stehen und konnten sich nicht mehr fortbewegen (119). 

Alexander's view of this destructive way of thinking is reflected 

also in a poem published in 1976: 
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HaB 

Ich basse das Warten 
basse die Liebe 
Hasse die Notwendigkeit 
basse mehr noch 
den Willen 
des anderen. 
Ich will 

(Ich bin kein Pferd 19). 

While Alexander still insists that ferainists hate raen, it is 

evident that this notion, prevalent among some early ferainists, is 

fading. According to several writings in German Ferainism, the 

moveraent is now well beyond its infancy and is raaking way for a new 

and raore mature wave of ferainism in which there is room for raen. The 

willingness to work with raen has been a cornerstone in much Araerican 

ferainist writing for two decades. It is obvious to raost modern 

feminists that a hatred of men in general is unproductive. In the 

words of American ferainist Elaine Morgan, "It is arrant nonsense to 

pretend that men are hateful. Not more than two or three percent of 

them are activated by malice against women" (239). Most women are too 

involved in the lives of men—as friends, husbands, sons—to discard 

them once and for all. 

If separation from men is not the answer, then how will change 

occur? It is true that raen have fallen prey to believing patriarchal 

myths concerning women and raotherhood, but raany modern feminists feel 

that men are educable—that raost are ready to be weaned away frora such 

fairy tales. Indeed, we are seeing sorae enlightened raen today 

evolving into nurturing fathers and equal partners on doraestic fronts. 

This gradual change is heartening and brings to raind the possibility 

of further enlightenment araong raen in other fields of ferainist 
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concern, such as the war and peace issue. However, just as nurturing 

fathers are far from being in the raajority, there are still relatively 

few men with the gentle nature conducive to promotion of lasting 

peace. But still the hope araong ferainists exists that insensitive, 

macho males will eventually be weeded out of our civilization by 

natural selection in future generations. Their demise will be, 

according to Elaine Morgan, by "natural selection"—by women who 

naturally select sensitive raen as the fathers of future generations 

(248-250). 

The following Alexander quote taken frora a 1978 interview with 

Stern raagazine is seen by ferainists as ludicrous: "Es sind die 

gesellschaftlichen Bedingungen, die Manner zwingen, sich Frauen 

gegenuber unmenschlich zu verhalten" (qtd. in Vedder-Shults 149). 

Such stateraents as this definitely separate her frora the spirit of 

ferainisra. While she excuses raen frora responsibility for their 

injustices toward woraen, Alexander does not offer woraen the sarae 

immunity. Since Alexander criticizes severely woraen who insist on 

their own desires without earning thera, she should be just as critical 

of raen who act irresponsibly and selfishly. A personal philosophy she 

stresses is that of Stiraraigkeit—a congruency of thought, words, and 

action. Her unequal treatment of men and woraen seeras nicht stimraig— 

incongruent. 

The sadistic husband Alexander created for Magdalena in Sie hatte 

ihre Kinder toten sollen (1982) leads one to assurae that the author 

must have revised her thinking about raale cruelty since that 1978 

interview. The author leaves little roora for sympathy for such a man 
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in 1982. After a life of raale-induced raartyrdom, sacrifice, and 

poverty, the older, divorced Magdalena would not agree with 

Alexander's 1978 exonerating view of selfish men. However, 

Magdalena herself as a naive young bride sorae twenty years earlier 

would have seen nothing wrong in such a generous defense. She 

defended her husband in like raanner during those early years. 

In the sarae sense, Alexander reveals her own growth as an author: 

"Ira Verlaufe der Zeit wurde mir bewuBt, weshalb ich die Magdalena Sand 

so gestalten konnte" (letter to author, 5 Jan. 86). And about her 

first novel Die torichte Jungfrau, 1978, Alexander writes, "Auch hier 

dauerte es Jahre, ehe ich fur mich selbst die Bedeutung und 

Hintergrunde dieses Romans begriff" (5 Jan. 86). It is clear frora 

these recent statements that it sometiraes takes years for the author 

to discover truths she brought forth, however subconsciously, in her 

earlier writing. This is an understandable and natural thought 

process. 

Feminists are addressing many of the sarae injustices which plague 

Magdalena Sand, a character drawn heavily frora Alexander's own life 

story. Alexander was able to create an evolving Magdalena—and 

probably becarae raore enlightened herself as she wrote. It follows 

that Alexander raust recognize Magdalena as ferainist. And because 

Magdalena is so much a part of the author herself, Alexander must 

realize that she also embodies the ferainist spirit. 

But while Alexander raust agree with one aspect of ferainism—that 

woraen are exploited by laws and traditions favoring raen—in order to 

back her heroines, she still feels justified in rejecting the 
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moveraent as a whole because of her disdain of early ferainists. She 

continues to equate the ferainist platform with hatred of men, leftism, 

and pseudo-intellectualisra. 

Alexander needs to take a closer look at what it is that 

feminists are saying today. The author prides herself in observing 

changing attitudes around her. She says, "Wichtig ist rair auch der 

lebendige Kontakt zu meiner Umwelt, mein Interesse an politischen 

Fragen, meine Beobachtung, was die ewig wechselnden Meinungen angehen" 

(letter to author 21 Jan. 86). 

If Alexander truly is paying attention to changing trends, she 

must realize that far frora being just a luxury of the well-to-do and 

so-called Intis, ferainisra is providing a rauch-needed liberating force 

for raen and woraen today. The author has shown in Die torichte 

Jungfrau and Kinder that the traditional roles of raen and woraen of her 

childhood days have changed by necessity. For instance, Alexander 

herself leads a life completely different frora that of her own mother, 

who never stepped out of her doraestic role as nurturer of nine 

children and devoted wife. As Mary Daly writes: 

Humanity appears to be in a transitional stage and is 
therefore haunted by unnamed anxieties . . . In this 
situation, we are experiencing a dramatic cleavage between 
those who, looking to the horizon, affirm that the world is 
moving, and those who stubbornly insist that nothing changes. 
This fundamental division between liberal and conservative 
cuts across all others (178). 

Alexander has shown she is one who sees the world in transition. 

In truth, Alexander is deeply disturbed by the shoddy treatment women, 

and especially mothers, are receiving in today's society. Her 

literature is witness to this feeling. Is she then justified in 
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believing women do not need to speak out in a unified chorus? Her 

goals as a writer concerned with contemporary issues raight be raore 

attainable if she were to acknowledge sorae affinity with ferainist 

writers in Gerraany and abroad. 

Alexander's fictional character, Magdalena Sand, needs the 

support of other feraales if she is to clirab out of her solitary 

confinement and live again in dignity. Sand has stumbled into nothing 

but dead ends in dealings with the raen in her life. Still rebelling 

against the label "feminist," Alexander says that she herself is 

"keine Ferainistin, sondern eine Betroffene, die das Hin-und 

Hergerissensein der Frauen des 20. Jahrhunderts zutiefst durchlitten 

hat und auf ihre Weise damit fertig wird" (qtd. in Die Rheinpfalz). 

It seeras clear that being concerned with the oppression of woraen, 

as Alexander is, is what today's feminists are about. She would 

likely agree with raost sentiraents of Gerraan feminists of this decade. 

It is not necessary for one member to agree on all counts with every 

other member of an organization, whether the group be religious, 

political^or social. So it is among feminists. But their central 

goal is the sarae: winning equal political, economic, and social rights 

for women. Alexander would probably benefit by educating herself 

about the real efforts of modern ferainists. 

According to Edith Hoshino Altbach, co-editor of Gerraan Ferainism, 

the two areas in which the new German women's moveraent has raade unique 

contributions are housework and raotherhood and, more recently, war and 

peace (22). Leaving war and peace for another study, we will look at 

coraraents about housework and motherhood and the doraestic roles of raen 
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and woraen. Alice Schwarzer suggests the real change worth striving 

for is requiring men to assume half of all household and childrearing 

duties, thus relieving woraen of the double/triple burden of 

responsibility of house and children and often a full-tirae paid job 

(251-253). Hannelore Mabry suggests legislation which will reduce the 

workday for women and men so that they may truly share in the 

housework. She also advocates a "provider's wage" for both men and 

women who perforra the labor of housework and childrearing—sometimes 

in addition to an outside job. According to Mabry, raen would sense a 

forra of liberation if they took equal part in doraestic activities (The 

Ferainist Theory . . . 272). 

American Adrienne Rich writes about raen sharing equally in 

doraestic life and parenthood, "It raeans that we [raust] begin to expect 

of men, as we do of woraen, that they act as our equals without being 

applauded for it or singled out as 'exceptional'; and that we refuse 

thera the traditional separation between 'work* and 'love'" (216). And 

Elisabeth Badinter of France concludes optimistically, "Henceforth, 

women will 'force' men to be good fathers, to share equitably the 

pleasures and burdens, the anxieties and sacrifices of mothering. All 

men will not be happy about this . . . " (325). 

Even the United Nations unanimously adopted a Declaration of 

Women's Rights in 1967 and stated in Article I: Discrimination 

against woraen, denying or limiting as it does their equality of rights 

with men, is fundamentally unjust and constitutes an offense against 

human dignity (Agonito 398). 

It seeras obvious that Alexander would agree with the above 
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ferainist writings. Whether she calls herself a Betroffene or a 

"humanist", her literature espouses feminisra. But she does not 

consider herself ferainist and furthermore readily admits that raost 

feminists would not regard her as one of them. She writes: 

Die Ferainistinnen wurden mich nieraals als Ferainistin 
anerkennen. Wahrscheinlich well ich raich am starksten fur den 
MENSCHEN interessiere. Ich sehe die Seite des Mannes, und ich 
sehe die Seite des Kindes. Ich giaube, daB dies nicht der Weg 
ist, wie Ferainistinnen das Leben gesehen haben wollen (letter 
to author 21 Jan. 86). 

Alexander finds it only natural that she writes frora a woraan's 

point of view, but she clairas an understanding for all huraans, 

including men. Und selbstverstandlich stecken in meinen Ansichten 

auch raannliche Koraponenten, well ich auch ira Alltag versuche, rait des 

Mannes Auge zu sehen, des Mannes Sinnen zu erapfinden" (letter to 

author 21 Jan. 86). She often eraphasizes that there are two sides to 

every situation. While frequently commenting on probleras raothers have 

to face, she also has turned a listening ear to fathers. In the 

spirit of humanism, she speaks out for these raen. 

Heilbrun has seen other woraen writers also ask the question that 

Alexander seeras to pose: Is it not natural and even desirable that a 

successful woraan should raove frora involveraent with the female 

condition to involvement with the human condition? Heilbrun answers: 

To agree is to overlook the unhappy fact that in all aspects 
of our culture, the feminine element has been so long ignored 
that raoveraent toward apparently "huraan" concerns is in fact 
movement back into a cultural tradition still dominated by 
male-centered values. The question must certainly arise: is 
there a woman's angle to everything? The answer at this stage 
is, yes, there is (86). 

Alexander sees her defense of fathers in the following poera to be 
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not frora a woman's angle at all, but instead frora a raan's~a side 

feminists would never bother to discover, she clairas. 

Der Vatertag 

Ich liebe raeine 
Frau 
meine Kinder 
mein Haus 
mein Auto 
raeine Familie 
und so komme ich 
nicht dazu 
Zeit fur mich 
zu haben 
Liebe fur raich 
zu haben 
so stottere ich 
raich jeden Tag 
taglich 
in ein Vielleicht 
in ein 
raorgen ist auch noch 
ein Tag 

(Alexander, Gluckspfennig, raanuscript 59). 

In her concern for all of huraanity, Alexander sees that raen have 

problems, too. In trying to be a good father and husband, the man in 

her poem uses all of his time for others and none for himself. This 

sounds like mothers' plight in ferainist discourse—but Alexander has 

turned the tables. Because she speaks also for raen, the poet says she 

could never be seen as ferainist. 

However, ferainists are calling for writers like Alexander to join 

their cause—indeed, raany feel that Alexander is already a part of 

their movement. As mentioned earlier, the editors of Gerraan Ferainisra 

included her in their anthology as a ferainist writer. Apparently they 

feel her perspective is ferainistic. And, after all, she usually does 

give permission for reprint of her works in ferainist anthologies. 
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Again, Alexander's philosophy of Stimmigkeit coraes into question; 

i.e., does she include her works in ferainist publications purely for 

economic reasons or does she indeed feel her thoughts to be congruent 

with feminists? 

Perhaps Alexander wishes to portray her knowledge as being 

sexually neutral. However, her intimacy with the workings of the 

feraale mind are especially evident in her two novels. Kinder and Die 

torichte Jungfrau. A man could probably not have created the 

characters of Magdalena Sand and Josefine Bahr so convincingly as 

Alexander has. The dry huraor with which Alexander describes her 

characters' predicaraents coraes best frora one who has experienced a 

similar situation. And likewise, the poignant and sometiraes tragic 

raoraents faced by each of these women are best described by one who 

knows such feelings well. Of course, the author received her 

inspiration frora first-hand experience—as a woraan. 

Josefine Bahr is Alexander's favorite character among those she 

has created. She says, "Die Josefine Bahr ist ein Beweis dafiir, wie 

ein Mensch, durch Opposition und Aufruhr gepragt, sich zu einera 

freidenkenden Menschen arbeiten kann" (letter to author 21 Jan. 86). 

Is a free-thinking woman like Josefine Bahr not a ferainist ideal? She 

obviously projects the spirit of ferainisra. Alexander herself exhibits 

the spirit of the new brand of ferainism. 

But why is it important that Elisabeth Alexander bond with other 

woraen and consider herself ferainist? She clairas that she does not 

feel the need. Heilbrun raaintains that women like Alexander who have 

entered the raale-dorainated world of work or the professions unaware of 
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their womanhood, unidentified with woraen, convinced that all knowledge 

is sexually neutral, not only fail in their duty to other women but 

perhaps also in the obligation to their own work (87). 

Feminists are seeing the need to represent themselves frora a 

broader perspective than they have up to now. Because of her 

sensitive observations of men, woraen, children, and old people, 

Alexander can be seen as speaking for all of huraanity—but for women 

and raothers especially. Alexander coramunicates the plight of women 

convincingly, so that even raen, who are void of the real experience, 

can feel erapathy. These raen raight realize, too, that Alexander is a 

ferainist capable of defending their side as well, when that side is 

legitiraate. If raen and woraen readers, who have heretofore had a 

negative connotation of ferainisra, recognize Alexander's opinions as 

feministic, then the basic idea of feminism (that women should have 

political, economic, and social rights equal to that of men) might 

emerge and become acceptable. The "dismantling of widespread 

prejudices and illusions [about ferainisra] and the evaluation and 

reordering of individual life experiences within a political group 

process" has been suggested as a goal of today's Gerraan ferainists 

(Mabry, The New Woraen's Movement . . . 328). 

To balance the scale, it must also be concluded that Alexander 

needs the women's moveraent. If she becoraes aware that she in truth is 

a ferainist, it could well be of comfort to her to know that she is not 

alone in her observations about mother rights. She is not crying frora 

the wilderness, but instead she has raany others who stand shoulder to 

shoulder with her, strengthening her arguraents. She is a woman 
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speaking for other woraen. Historically, when people have united in a 

cause for social justice, they have been able to create good change. 

Because they speak en raasse, they are heard. Alexander should realize 

that ferainists, whora she shuns, are putting forth raany of the sarae 

arguraents, but frora a united stand. They are speaking for woraen and 

for children—just as she is. They are speaking for the rights of 

those who are oppressed. 

Alexander might strengthen her efforts by bonding with other 

women in their common cause for equality. By connecting with other 

feminists, she would feel less isolated in her assertions about mother 

rights. In addition to pointing out the injustices plaguing woraen, 

which she has done in works such as Kinder and "Callgirlring," she 

might engage with others in the brainstorraing of solutions to these 

probleras. Then possibly she would fulfill her duty to other woraen and 

not risk failing in the obligations to her own work. 



CHAPTER III 

MARRIAGE 

Das Ehegeheiranis 

Zwischen Abwasch 
und Einkauf 
liebt sie den Eheraann 
zwischen Rasieren 
und der Tagesschau 
begehrt er andere Frauen 
und in der Nacht 
liegen sie beieinander 
in Korpern 
auseinander 
ira Sinn 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Ich bin kein Pferd 58). 

There is no evidence in Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten sollen that 

Magdalena Sand had any close friends, raale or feraale, whora she could 

call on for emotional support. Instead the young wife and mother 

isolated herself in her troubled marriage, never talking about it, 

never admitting to anyone that problems existed. Many years later, 

Magdalena analyzes that earlier situation: 

Die ganz groBe Luge war, daB sie keinem Menschen die Ehe rait 
Schnuckiputz offenlegte. So wie sie war. Dabei wuBte 
Magdalena wohl ara wenigsten, ob die Ehe (iberhaupt war.^ Sie 
weiB nur, daB Schweigen ihr Lebenselixier wurde (Sie hatte 
ihre Kinder . . .104). 

Magdalena, like Elisabeth Alexander, had grown up in a strict 

Catholic family in which the mother was revered in her role as 

nurturer and her father supported the family financially. If marriage 

probleras existed, they were never discussed. So the young wife and 

33 
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mother felt guilt over not having the ideal marriage she had been 

raised to expect, and she would have been too ashamed to confide in 

her parents the fact that her husband beat her and the children and 

that he slept with other women. It also would have been humiliating 

to admit that he did not provide for the family as her father had 

done, therefore placing the family under financial hardship. Her 

husband, the artist, was so charming around other people that 

everyone thought he raust be the perfect mate. They never saw the 

temper tantrums he threw, the broken furniture, and Magdalenas's torn 

clothes and bruises he caused, and they never knew about the other 

woraen he flaunted sadistically before his wife. 

Magdalena had entered marriage with the naive assumption that 

Schnuckiputz, as she affectionately called him, would fulfill her 

emotional needs and that she would need no other friendship. The 

older heroine reflects too late on her earlier innocent expectations 

for a marriage and on the misuse her husband made of it: 

<i 

An die Heiligkeit der Ehe glauben, an das Schone und 
Harraonische, Aufbauende in ihr glauben, das tat Magdalena. 
Die Ehe als Mulleimer, als Schuttabladeplatz betrachten, das 
tat dann wohl der Eheraann . . . Damals lebte Magdalena ihr 
Eheleben aus dera Empfinden heraus, aus der Situation heraus. 
Sie dachte, sie handle richtig, sie dachte, sie rausse so 
handeln (64). 

When Schnuckiputz failed to be any sort of friend, but in fact 

seemed to enjoy humiliating her alone and in front of his friends, she 

found no companion to fill the void. The few relationships she had 

with other raen turned out to be sexual and therefore were usually 

degrading for her. For instance, because they were poor, she felt 

obliged to give sexual favors to the landlord so he would not raise 
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the rent and force them to move (82). During one phase of their 

marriage, Schnuckiputz, who refused sex with her now that she had 

become his wife, convinced Magdalena to join him in a partner-

swapping, group sex situation. After this sordid, hurailiating 

episode, Magdalena becarae thoroughly disillusioned with her raarriage 

and felt at last that she no longer had one (Alexander, Sie hatte ihre 

Kinder . . . 89). 

Most readers would be astounded at all the physical and raental 

abuse Magdalena allowed herself to take before she finally came to the 

conclusion that she had had enough—and that, even after realizing 

that no marriage was left, she stayed with Schnuckiputz quite a while 

longer. But the reason becoraes clear with the rerainder that Magdalena 

was raised in the Catholic faith and that alraost nothing constitutes 

grounds for divorce in the Church's eyes. Her parents' honor would be 

shattered. The obedient Magdalena decided it would be easier to keep 

quiet about her probleras than to go through the humiliation of a 

divorce (100). Her innocent, unselfish wishes went unfulfilled. "Sie 

wunschte sich nur eine Familie. Sie wunschte sich nur, Frau zu sein, 

Ehefrau, Mutter und Mami fur alle. Magdalena wunschte sich ein 

heiteres Leben" (74). 

Later, as the abuse becarae unbearable, she finally did opt for 

divorce. Looking back on those hurtful years, the older, raore 

objective Magdalena finds it ridiculous that she adhered to her 

promises that long. She thinks back on the beatings she received when 

she dared criticize Schnuckiputz, when she dared asked him to behave 

differently (65). She had learned to let hira win games like chess so 
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she would not appear smarter than he. One of his tantrums took place 

after she had won a game of chess; he pulled the playing board apart 

and stomped on the pieces. After that, she took care to protect his 

male ego. But the optimistic young Magdalena still nurtured the 

possibility that Schnuckiputz sorae day would be proud that he had 

married a smart, aggressive woman like her (99). Years later, 

Magdalena has a more pessiraistic view of men as she looks back at that 

weak male ego: "Da hatte Magdalena noch nicht den Tatbestand 

herausgefunden, daB dumraliche Madchen, lernfaule, interessenraagere 

Madchen dera Mann ein biBchen raehr sympathisch sind ira Prinzip" (99-

100). This older, raore objective Magdalena would not have forgiven a 

raan like Schnuckiputz for his childish, abusive behavior. 

Now she sees hira and the raarriage for what they really were: 

"Eine Ehe ohne Geld. Eine Farailie ohne Geld. Ein Mann ohne 

Eheraannverantwortung, Ein Vater ohne Farailienvaterdenken. Ira Grunde 

ein egoistischer Schweinehund" (84). 

Even while she was still raarried, she was forced to be sole 

nurturer of her young children because Schnuckiputz felt little 

responsibility for them, either emotionally, physically, or 

financially. She reraerabers excusing her husband from any child care 

because he had the idea that children were women's work (71). 

Adrienne Rich says of traditional fathers who consider child-nurturing 

as mother's responsibility: 

It is the traditional fathers who—even when they live under 
the sarae roof—have deserted their children hourly and daily. 
We have to recognize, at this raoraent in history, as through 
centuries past, that most of our sons [and daughters] are—in 
the most profound sense—virtually fatherless . . . 
. . . as long as woraen and woraen only are the nurturers of our 
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children, our sons will grow up looking only to woraen for 
compassion, resenting strength in woraen as "control," clinging 
to woraen when we try to raove into a new raode of relationship 
(211). 

In retrospect, Magdalena sees what a fool she had been to let her 

husband off the hook of childrearing. She should have realized that 

even in those early stages, her husband wanted to rid hiraself of any 

responsibility of a wife and child. One episode the older woraan 

reraerabers points clearly to his irresponsible desire to wash his hands 

of faraily involveraent. On their first anniversary, Magdalena had 

already borne one child and had envisioned spending the day with 

Schnuckiputz strolling the baby and then going horae to eat the 

anniversary cake she had raade. Instead, her husband stayed away the 

whole day with a girlfriend at the beach (72). 

Instead of feeling a righteous anger, Magdalena had let the 

incident pass with little coraraent. In her naivete, she had felt 

somehow at fault when he began spending tirae with other women while 

she minded the children. For some reason, she thought she had caused 

the problem. Such a masochistic tendency, a bent toward martyrdora, 

is comraon araong unenlightened woraen, according to raany ferainist 

writers. Woraen like Magdalena have been raised to serve raen 

unconditionally, no raatter what the cost to their personal dignity. 

The husband spent what little raoney they had on stylish clothes 

for hiraself so that he could continue with his social life—without 

Magdalena, He went to the theater alone, because he raaintained that 

they had no raoney for Magdalena to go, too. He sometimes left his 

wedding ring at home. Magdalena, the raartyr, stayed at horae with the 

children and tried to raake ends raeet financially (73). \\fhile she took 
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care of all the practical details of their lives—for exaraple, he had 

no idea how to fill out a money order—Schnuckiputz convinced her she 

was worth nothing. He would browbeat her with his high flown 

philosophical jargon while she served his needs. "Magdalena gehorchte 

ihm. Sie bereitete ihm das Essen, das Bett. Den unliebsaraen 

Behordenkrara erledigte Magdalena fur ihn . . . " (80). In her later, 

enlightened state, she is disgusted with herself when she sees how 

naive she had been: "Und das GraBlichste war wohl, daB Magdalena 

dachte, mit ihrer Liebe, durch ihre Liebe, ihren Eheraann endlich fur 

sich zu haben" (73). No raatter how much she loved hira, he would not 

return her love. 

Atterapting to caraouflague her tragic situation, Magdalena failed 

to share her plight with friends and thus failed to bond with other 

women, a mistake which caused her much unnecessary grief. She felt 

dead-ended. "An wen hatte Magdalena sich wenden konnen? An die 

Leute, bei denen sie jetzt wohnten? Hatte sie das seinera 

Arbeitskollegen, ihrem Tischtennispartner, sagen sollen" (72)? She 

had no one to whom she could turn. 

Alexander maintains that in Gerraany raost farailies are 

extraordinarily secretive about their problems—their Familiendreck. 

Rather than confide in friends, they hide their dirty secrets behind 

golden words and fatten the pocketbooks of their psychologists 

instead. This Gerraan secretiveness is one reason Alexander chose to 

describe so graphically the scandalous episodes of Magdalena's married 

life. The late Lionel Trilling of Columbia University said of modern 

literature that "it asks every question that is forbidden in polite 
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society. It asks us if we are content with our marriages, with our 

family lives, with our professional lives, with our friends" (qtd. in: 

Heilbrun 128). 

Alexander asks these questions of women who may find theraselves 

in Magdalena's position and who have not adraitted it to anyone, raay be 

not even to themselves. It is important that they help theraselves. A 

first step would be to coraraunicate their probleras to a friend. 

Elinor Lenz, co-author of The Ferainization of Araerica, says, 

"Woraen . . . are never entirely clear where their identity ends and 

the identity of another person begins. The identity boundaries are 

looser and raore fuzzy, whereas raen have a rauch clearer idea of theirs" 

(qtd. in: Morse, 12 Jan. 86). Woraen tend to wrap themselves around 

their farailies and lovers to the extent that they lose their own 

personhood and fail to establish raeaningful relationships with their 

peers. By isolating theraselves frora outside friendships, they cheat 

themselves of an important dimension to their lives. 

Friendships between women are seen today by many feraale authors 

as extremely valuable and necessary. Carolyn Heilbrun's ideas on 

bonding between women were discussed in Chapter II. Occasionally 

Elisabeth Alexander recognizes in her literature that there is a lack 

of affinity among woraen: "Es gibt keine Einigung. Keine Einigung 

innerhalb der Frauengesellschaft . . , Die Frauen unterscheiden sich 

ausschlieBlich in ihren Wunschen durch die Klasse, der sie angehoren" 

("Von dort" 65). 

It is being said by several writers whose works were used as 

source material for this thesis that women's friendships, in 
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comparison to those among raen, are deeper and more numerous at every 

stage of life, and that bonding between women fills emotional needs 

unmet even by strong heterosexual relationships. But these strong 

platonic relationships are regularly dumped in favor of romantic 

alliances with raen (Morse), It is evident that Magdalena spent her 

adult life without the corapanionship of her peers and thus led a 

lonely, often desperate existence ignorant of the rights she should 

have had as a woman and as a huraan being. 

Says Eva Margolies in her study of relationships between woraen: 

"Women need each other's support as much [as], if not raore than, they 

need raen. We have to undo the raessage we got frora our raothers and 

early friends—that nurturance is at the expense of autonoray" (qtd, 

in: Morse), 

That raessage—that woraen raust give up their autonoray when they 

choose marriage and faraily—carae out loud and clear in Magdalena's 

childhood. From early on she was steeped in the German tradition of 

the "Eternal Female" symbol—a stereotype perpetrated by society and 

in particular by the Catholic Church. She saw her own mother give up 

her individuality to be sole nurturer, not only of her children, but 

also of her husband, as was the Catholic custom. Magdalena's mother 

rarely left horae except to go to church. She was at horae in her apron 

carrying on her domestic duties as raother and housekeeper— 

personifying the iraage of "Eternal Feraale," 

It is significant to know that an iraraensely popular book by 

Gertrud von le Fort entitled The Eternal Woraan was published in 

Germany in 1934. Over one hundred thousand copies of the Gerraan 
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original were sold, and the book was translated into French, Italian, 

Spanish, Portuguese, and English (Daly, 106). Elisabeth Alexander was 

probably influenced heavily in her childhood by the "Eternal Feminine" 

wave of that tirae, especially since it involved a classic brand of 

Catholic thinking. Magdalena, whose life parallels much of 

Alexander's, was born into this sarae influence. With this diraension 

added to Magdalena's childhood, it becoraes clearer how she could have 

let herself in for all the raisuse she suffered during her raarriage. 

The thought of rights for woraen had never entered the raind of such a 

girl steeped in the "Eternal Woman" tradition—a tradition tending 

heavily toward masochism as portrayed in the character Magdalena. 

According to Mary Daly, the characteristics of the "Eternal 

Woman" are opposed to those of a developing, authentic person, who 

will be unique, self-critical, self-creating, active, and searching. 

She analyzes Von le Fort's concept of "Eternal Woraan" characteristics: 

By contrast to these authentic personal qualities, the Eternal 
Woman is said to have a vocation to surrender and hiddenness 
. . . Selfless, she achieves not individual realization but 
merely generic fulfillment in motherhood, physical or 
spiritual (the wife is always a 'mother to her husband' as 
well as to her children). She is said to be timeless and 
conservative by nature. She is shrouded in 'mystery', because 
she is not recognized as a genuine huraan person (107). 

Like other feminist writers such as Rich and Heilbrun, Elisabeth 

Alexander recognizes that there exists a raale tendency towards 

marrying a woman to gain a mother. If the raan expects his wife to 

play the dual role of wife and raother to hira—that is, to be the 

"Eternal Feraale"—there are likely to be raarriage probleras, Alexander 
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says in effect. One of her raain messages in Kinder, says Alexander, 

is to young mothers: 

Jungeren Muttern wollte ich knallhart vorfuhren, wohin sie 
getrieben werden, wenn sie sich vom Eheraann in erster Linie 
als Mutter vereinnahmen lassen (qtd. in: Hasing 49), 

The matured Magdalena finally coraes to the conclusion: 

"Vielleicht braucht ein Mann tatsachlich und definitiv zwei Frauen. 

Eine Mutter und eine Frau , , . Beides in einer Person erzeugt 

Zwietracht" (Sie hatte ihre Kinder , , . 101). And later: "Magdalena 

ist sich heute ganz sicher, daB ihr Schnuckiputz sie zur Mutter 

geraacht hat. Geforrat. Verfuhrt. Lange bevor sie eine echte 

leibliche Mutter war" (129). And again: "Der Mann sucht Zuflucht in 

der Frau, und das ganze groBe Sexgehabe des Mannes ist bin und wieder 

nur Ausdruck seiner Sehnsucht. Nach dera iraaginaren EinflieBen in den 

MutterschoB" (172). Through Magdalena, Alexander poses the questions: 

"Wie kann ein junges Madchen ahnen, daB der von ihra geliebte Mann in 

Wahrheit eine Mutter suchte? Eine Mutter. Weil eine Mutter 

nutzlicher ist? Weil eine Mutter brauchbarer ist? Weil eine Mutter 

verzichtbereiter ist" (130)? 

As Magdalena finally realizes, a woraan can never find her own 

autonomy so long as she allows a raan to raake her into his "raother"—so 

long as she plays the "Eternal Feraale" role. Mary Daly points out 

that naturally the "Eternal Ferainine" school is radically opposed to 

feraale eraancipation. For Von le Fort, the ferainist moveraent had a 

"tragic" raotivation. It was a result of the "dissonance which had 

come about in feminine nature." For instance. Von le Fort says, 

because of this discord, it is hard to get woraen "to do the work of 
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doraestic servants which is so rewarding and so naturally in keeping 

with woman's calling" (qtd. in: Daly 107). Thus Von le Fort and the 

"Eternal Woraan" symbol were enemies of the individual woman looking 

for self-realization and creative expansion of her own unique 

personhood, says Daly. As Von le Fort adraitted: "The raother as such 

does not bear the individualizing raarks of the person" (qtd. in: Daly 

108). 

Obedient to the "Eternal Ferainine" myth, Magdalena sacrificed her 

individuality to her husband and children. Years later, she looks' 

back in disgust at her naive intentions to stifle her own desires for 

a career in order to develop her husband's personhood. She is 

astounded now at the fact that she never questioned his right to 

discover his own potential at her expense. "Wenn sie zu dieser Zeit 

den Begriff Karrierefrau schon gekannt hatte, diesen Mann hatte sie 

nicht geheiratet," maintains the older heroine (76). But of course, 

in the "Eternal Woman" mystique, the idea of a woman harboring career 

ambitions was unheard of. It was expected of woman that she sacrifice 

herself for her husband in order for him to succeed. 

After all, had Saint Paul hiraself not written: 

Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands, as to the Lord. 
For a husband has authority over his wife in the sarae way that 
Christ has authority over the church; . . . And so wives must 
submit themselves completely to their husbands, in the same 
way that the church submits itself to Christ (Eph. 5-22-24, 
Good News for Modern Man . . .)? 

Women should learn in silence and all humility. I do not 
allow woraen to teach or to have authority over raen; they raust 
keep quiet. For Adara was created first and then Eve (I 
Timothy 2: 11-14, Good News for Modern Man . . . ) . 

. . . Christ is supreme over every man, the husband is supreme 
over his wife. , . For man was not created frora woraan, but 
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woraan from raan. Nor was raan created for woman's sake, but 
woman was created for man's sake (I Corinthians 11: 3-9, Good 
News for Modern Man . . . ) . 

If Magdalena had not left the Catholic environs in which she grew 

up, it would have been easy to obey without question such biblical 

commands as these by St. Paul, because the traditional roles of man 

and wife were protected in the close faraily coraraunity of her 

childhood. Her parents had lived by St. Paul's commandments and, as 

far as Magdalena could tell, their life had run smoothly. But in 

Magdalena's situation, St. Paul's decree did not work. After a few 

years of trying to obey her husband's selfish wishes, she surrendered 

to reality. Magdalena concedes: "Und sie rauBte ehrlicherweise 

bekennen, daB sie eine ganz schon durame Kuh gewesen ist. Weil sie 

doch glaubte, die Manner nahraen die Sonderstellung in Ehe und Familie 

ein" (140). She had been forced to lose the mentality of her 

childhood when she raarried a non-Catholic, non-religious raan and found 

him to be cruel, egoistic, and dishonest. Years after her divorce, 

Magdalena thinks: 

Manche Katholiken haben es gut, well sie untereinander 
geblieben sind. Weil sie die katholische Mentalitat ihrer 
Kindheit nicht verlassen haben. ̂  Sie, Magdalena Sand, sie hat 
sich an ihrer Kindheitsraentalitat versiindigt. Sie hat sie 
verlassen. Sie hat die Mentalitat ihrer Heiraaterde verlassen, 
Ihres Heiraatgottes und weiB nun, daB alle ihre Vorstellungen 
und Wunschbilder iiber Ehe und Farailie auf Sand gebaut oder rait 
Sand gemalt worden sind (117-118). 

Because Catholicism plays an important part in Magdalena's 

development, it raust be pointed out that St. Paul's ideas about 

women's natural inferiority betrayed those originally taught by Jesus 

in the New Testament Gospels. Paul could not let go of the Jewish 
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doctrine ingrained in him—that raen are superior to woraen. Such 

sentiments are found in the Old Testament written by the Hebrews. In 

opposition to this Jewish thought, Jesus taught in the New Testament 

that all people are equal in God's eyes. For instance, in the account 

of the Sermon on the Mount, he is quoted: "Do not judge others, so 

that God will not judge you—because God will judge you in the same 

way you judge others, and he will apply to you the sarae rules you 

apply to others" (Matthew 7: 1-2, Good News for Modern Man . . . ) . 

Jewish raen would not even talk to woraen in public. When Jesus' 

disciples, all frora Jewish backgrounds, found hira talking to a 

Samaritan woman at a well, they were taken aback. " . . . they were 

greatly surprised to find hira talking with a woman" (John 4:27, Good 

News for Modern Man . . . ) . Apparently these disciples, as well as 

Paul and raost other early Christian raales, found it irapossible to 

throw off the Jewish idea of woraan which they had been taught frora 

birth. Then, as now, Jewish raales were expected to offer the daily 

prayer, "Blessed Art Thou 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who 

has not made me a woman" (qtd. in: Stone 224). 

And as a result of the antiferainisra of the disciples, Saint 

Cleraent, Bishop of Rome and one of the fathers of the Roman Church, as 

early as the second century AD, announced that "Every woman should be 

overwhelmed with shame at the very thought that she is a woraan" (qtd. 

in: Davis 231). St. Augustine, (354-430), Christian philosopher and 

theologian, clairaed that raan, but not woraan, was raade in God's iraage, 

and woraan therefore is not coraplete without raan, while he is complete 

alone (Stone 226). 
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Thus, Jesus' teachings about equality of the sexes went unheeded 

by most. Men would have found it too humiliating to admit that they 

were on the same low level of importance as that on which they had 

placed woraen. Women were not treated like adults; they were prevented 

from full ^rsonal development through genuine participation in the 

affairs of society. Mothers were accorded the sarae status as their 

children. This confusion of sex role division within the Catholic 

faith affected Magdalena's life adversely. Concerning the raotherhood 

issue in particular, Elisabeth Badinter writes: "Christ's raessage is 

clear: Husband and wife are equal and share the same rights and the 

same duties with respect to their children" (7). By rights, fathering 

and mothering require the same dedication, the same amount of 

nurturing. 

After years of suffering the consequences of her eternal woman 

upbringing, the older Magdalena needs no theological training to see 

how she has been duped and exploited by the patron saint of raotherhood 

whom Catholics have ceremoniously placed on a pedestal as a raodel for 

all woraen. This realization does not force her to turn her back on 

religion altogether; she does not denounce God as the fraud—just the 

Virgin Mary. 

As an innocent bride, Magdalena's favorite wedding present had 

been a picture of the Madonna, given her by her father. Through this 

portrait, Magdalena was encouraged to identify with the image of Mary, 

the epitome of the "Eternal Woman" and thus be rerainded of her duties 

as a good Catholic wife. With this assessraent of the Church, 

Alexander strikes another note with which ferainists agree. That the 
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Church holds woraen down by idolizing Mary as the subraissive woraan is a 

point brought out by other ferainists as well. 

Simone de Beauvoir, French ferainist philosopher, points out that 

the patriarchal Church finalized its enslavement of mothers by 

inventing a symbol—and thus creating the cult of the Virgin Mother of 

God, who is glorified only in accepting the subordinate role assigned 

to her. To identify with this iraage of Mary has devastating effects 

for a woraan, says De Beauvoir. She writes. 

For the first tirae in huraan history the raother kneels before 
her son; she freely accepts her inferiority. This is the 
supreme masculine victory, consummated in the cult of the 
Virgin—it is the rehabilitation of woman through the 
accomplishment of her defeat (qtd. in: Daly 19). 

Thus the woman's stature is one of ambivalence. "Her 

'exaltation'," writes de Beauvoir, "is ultimately the glorification of 

raan. In short, the pseudo-equality conferred upon woraan by Christian 

ideology is not a genuine acceptance of her as person and partner" 

(qtd in: Daly 18). 

Of course, Magdalena discovered the truth too late. Years after 

her divorce, the down-trodden raother calls Mary "bldde Kuh" (24). 

This woman on a pedestal had never had to put up with the abuse 

Magdalena had suffered—both from her husband and later frora her 

children. Yet, "die alte Kuh hat es geschafft, sich rait Gold 

aufwiegen zu lassen", thinks Magdalena (40). Magdalena expresses her 

disillusionment by destroying the marian rayth alraost savagely: 

Die blodsinni^e Mutter Gottes, die raochte Magdalena einraal in 
der Kittelschurze sehen, die Striirapfe voller Laufraaschen. Da 
raochte Magdalena einraal den Knaben Jesus sehen, der seiner 
Mutter die zeitgeraaBen Schirapfworte an den Kopf schraeiBt. 
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Blode Kuh. Ja, blode reaktionare Kuh. Da kann sie gucken, 
diese Mutter Gottes. Die da so kotzherrlich ihr Kind vorhalt. 
Als sei es etwas Besonderes. Ein gekreuzigter Sohn spater, 
ein in Tucher gewickelter, von Weibern beweinter ist doch fast 
oder beinahe dasselbe wie heute ein drogensiichtiger Sohn, ein 
drogensuchtiges Kind (24-25). 

Thus Magdalena struck out against the dograatic authority to which 

she had so blindly succumbed. The Church's patriarchy had raade her 

into a dumb cow, and it was her turn now to throw the insult back at 

the Virgin Mary. But in fact, as Daly points out, little is actually 

known about the historical personage of Mary. Daly, professor of 

theology, says that deficiencies in historical knowledge have been 

filled in by the creative imagination of Catholic priests through the 

centuries. According to Daly, the Virgin Mary represents for priests 

the ideal, static woraan, who is so rauch less troublesorae than 
the real article . . . Safely relegated to her pedestal, she 
serves his purpose, his psychological need, without having any 
purpose of her own . . . Not infrequently, therefore, one 
finds among the Catholic clergy a warped and pessimistic view 
of women which is based upon narrow, selective, or even 
vicarious experience (118-119). 

It appears that the glorified Virgin Mary figure was invented by 

the priests of the Catholic Church to represent the chaste raother 

image, in contrast to the evil, sexual woman represented by Eve who 

raust suffer in childbirth because of her guilt. These celibates 

needed a woman to whora they could relate—one devoid of sexual 

interests. Adrienne Rich writes: 

The divisions of labor and allocations of power in the 
patriarchy demand not merely a suffering Mother, but one 
divested of sexuality: the Virgin Mother, virgo intacta, 
perfectly chaste. Woraen are perraitted to be sexual only at a 
certain tirae of life . . . (Of Woraan Born 180). 

Mothers are no longer sexual beings, according to the Mother Mary 
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symbol. The Judeo-Christian religion sees sex as somehow unclean; 

therefore, mothers should be set apart frora such goings-on. In 

contrast, the pagan religions of antiquity worshipped a raother-goddess 

who was represented as a sexual being, sex being her great gift to 

raankind. The act of reproduction was seen as a healthy, joyous 

occasion—one to be celebrated (Stone 154-155), 

Josefine Bahr, heroine of Alexander's other novel, Die torichte 

Jungfrau, adopts the attitude that sex is an experience to be enjoyed 

and one which one should learn about through curiosity—even after she 

becoraes a mother. During confession, she refuses to repent of having 

an extra-marital love affair because, as she tells the priest, "sie 

liebe doch diesen anderen Mann. Sie batten den Geschlechtsverkehr aus 

Liebe getan. Weshalb sollte sie es bereuen" (328)? 

She is rebellious by nature, while Magdalena is subraissive. 

Josefine stands in contrast to Magdalena Sand when she defies the 

authority of the Church in which she has been raised. Alexander 

creates a huraorous episode between priest and twenty-one-year-old 

Josefine during a weekend visit to her parents' horae while Josefine is 

still single. When her raother insists that Josefine go to confession 

that Sunday morning, and sends Josefine's father along with strict 

instructions not to let Josefine out of his sight, the mischievous 

daughter shows no fear of church hierarchy. Because her father is 

standing outside the confession booth, she has no choice but to go in. 

But she is determined not to acquiesce and tells the priest she 

doesn't want to confess. "Konnen Sie nicht beichten?" asks the 

priest. 
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Sie konne schon, doch sie wolle nicht. 

Es waren so aufregende Minuten im Beichtstuhl, wahrend drauBen 
anstdndige Beichtige auf ihr Herauskoraraen warteten, der Vater 
einige Schritte entfernt . . . 

Und klagend fragte [Kaplan Gold] in Unbehagen und 
Xrgerlichkeit, weshalb sie uberhaupt in den Beichtstuhl 
gekoraraen sei. 

Weil der Vater drauBen steht. 

Sie ging hinaus, sie dachte, Gott freut sich liber ihren Mut 
. , . (Alexander, Die torichte Jungfrau 326-327). 

Josefine is playful, full of curiosity, and possesses a healthy 

lust for life and a healthy questioning of authority. The two 

characters, Josefine and Magdalena, look at life in different ways. 

Magdalena is a tragic figure, because she has chosen blind obedience 

over examining issues for herself. Josefine, on the other hand, is a 

free spirit—a fighter. 

Judaism and Christianity represent a reaction against the raother-

goddess celebration of sex and a reaction against women, like 

Josefine, who question patriarchal authority. The Judeo-Christian 

tradition favors woraen, like Magdalena, who are submissive as wives 

and mothers. The patriarchy can keep woraen like Magdalena under its 

thumb. Simone de Beauvoir writes, "It was as Mother that Woraan was 

fearsorae [in the days of the raother-goddess]; it is in raaternity that 

she raust be transfigured and enslaved" (qtd. in Daly 19). Why does 

the patriarchal Church want to keep woraen down? "Because in their 

dependent condition, they are a powerful trurap in its hand," says de 

Beauvoir. "There raust be religion for woraen; and there must be woraen, 

'true woraen', to perpetuate religion" (qtd. in Daly 16). 
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In order to understand the reasons behind the church's urge to 

suppress women, one raust becorae aware of the religious atraosphere 

before the Hebrews established their patriarchal religion and laws. 

As mentioned above, the established religion for thousands of years 

was not patriarchal like most of today's religions, but matriarchal, 

according to raany historians. Researchers such as Merlin Stone have 

established evidence that until the Hebrews carae to power a few 

thousand years ago, the great Goddess was worshipped in most 

countries. Under the Goddess, women's roles differed markedly from 

those in patriarchal Judeo-Christian cultures. Family lineage, 

involving name, property, and rights to the throne, was traced through 

the raother, not the father. Inheritance was passed frora mother to 

daughter. Society was progressive and free of war, and laws were 

generous. 

According to Stone, Goddess worship appears to have existed 

without challenge in the Near and Middle East for thousands of years 

until the appearance in about 2300 BC of invading northerners, who had 

established patrilineal, patriarchal custoras and the worship of a 

suprerae male deity. From then until about 1000 BC when the original 

Hebrew texts were probably written down, the economic and sexual 

position of women was continually changing. For instance, under 

matriarchal law in about 2000 BC, if a raan raped a woraan, he was put 

to death. However, under Assyrian law between 1450 and 1250 BC, if a 

raan raped a woman, the husband or father of that woraan should then 

rape the rapist's wife and/or raarry his own daughter to the rapist. 

The Hebrews added to that law that a raped woraan raust be put to death 
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if she was already married or betrothed. Husbands were allowed to 

murder their wives, and women faced the penalty of death for loss of 

virginity before marriage. These patriarchal laws were aimed at the 

matrilineal descent customs (Stone 59-61). 

Adrienne Rich explains that at the core of patriarchy is the 

individual family unit which originated with the idea of property and 

the desire to see one's property transraitted to one's biological 

descendants—perhaps a longing for imraortality. 

A crucial raoraent in huraan consciousness, then, arrives when 
man discovers that it is he hiraself, not the moon or the 
spring rains or the spirits of the dead, who irapregnates the 
woraan; that the child she carries and gives birth to is his 
child, who can raake hira iraraortal . . . (Of Woman Born 44). 

Rich credits this raale discovery with developing the institution 

we know today as the patriarchal faraily with its 

supernaturalizing of the penis, its division of labor by 
gender, its eraotional, physical, and raaterial possessiveness, 
its ideal of monogamous marriage until death (and its severe 
penalities for adultery by the wife), the "illegitimacy" of a 
child born out of wedlock, the economic dependency of women, 
the unpaid domestic services of the wife, the obedience of 
women and children to male authority, the iraprinting and 
continuation of heterosexual roles (Of Woman Born 44). 

Merlin Stone says that the view of sex changed completely frora 

the matriarchal to the patriarchal society. As has been mentioned, in 

the worship of the feraale deity, sex was seen as sacred and holy. But 

in raost religions of today sex (especially the non-marital kind) is 

considered to be somewhat naughty, dirty, even sinful (154-155). This 

attitude toward extraraarital sex was and is the patriarchy's alterapt 

to establish certain knowledge of paternity, suggests Stone. Thus the 

ancient sexual custoras of the raatriarchs (offering sex to raales as an 
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act of worship in the temple) were finally denounced as wicked and 

depraved by the Levite priests, who devised the concept of sexual 

"morality": premarital virginity for woraen, marital fidelity for 

women,, in other words total control over the knowledge of who the 

father is, so that the raan can control property ownership through his 

narae (Stone 161). 

It now becoraes clear that the story of Adara and Eve in Genesis 

raay well have been written and included in the creation story of the 

Bible as yet another intentional assault upon the Goddess religion, 

suggests Stone. This seeraingly innocent myth of Paradise suspiciously 

appears to be carefully constructed and propagated to "keep woraen in 

their place" (197). Magdalena's unquestioning acceptance of the Adara 

and Eve rayth helps explain how she allowed herself unnecessarily to be 

exploited as wife and raother. It is obvious that the "Eternal Woman" 

rayth, which ruined her life, grew out of the Adam and Eve story. 

Magdalena, as the "Eternal Woraan" she was raised to be, carried Eve's 

guilt and was expected to subrait obediently to her husband, no raatter 

how bad his judgement or how loathe his actions. Magdalena remembers 

the advice she got from the priest behind the curtain of the 

confession booth during those early years of her near unbearable life 

with Schnuckiputz: 

Halten Sie aus . . . Gott sendet Ihnen sicher nicht urasonst 
derartige Prufungen. Gott hat etwas vor rait Ihnen. Jesus ara 
Kreuz hat auch gelitten. Bleiben Sie stark ira Ertragen, ira 
Erdulden (84). 

Of course the obedient, young Magdalena respected the priest's 

authority. What she did not yet suspect was that it was church 
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hierarchy like her priest who had invented and perpetuated the myth 

through the centuries of Judeo-Christian power. In order to stamp out 

any fond memories of the mother-goddess iraage, the story tellers used 

the serpent as Eve's evil counselor. (The serpent was an often used 

symbol for the great Goddess in ancient times.) The evil being gave 

Eve the understanding of sex—how to create life. The whole process 

of reproduction becarae detestible. In this myth, 

the Levite priests announced that raale supreraacy was not a new 
idea, but in fact had been divinely decreed by the raale deity 
at the very dawn of existence . . . [Therefore] they said, 
male ownership and control of submissively obedient woraen was 
to be regarded as the devine and natural state of the huraan 
species (Stone 217-218). 

Woraan, who had been revered in the Goddess religions, "was no 

longer to be respected, but to be hated, feared or at best doubted or 

ignored. This deraand for silence is later reflected in the passages 

of Paul in the New Testaraent [quoted earlier]. According to the 

Judaic and Christian theology, woraan's judgraent had led to disaster 

for the whole human species" (Stone 221). Stone continues: 

In the male religions, sexual drive was not to be regarded as 
the natural biological desires of women and raen that 
encouraged the species to reproduce itself, but was to be 
viewed as woraan's fault . . . Not only was woraan to bear the 
guilt for sexual consciousness, but according to the male 
deity her pain in bearing a child was to be regarded as 
punishment, so that all woraen giving birth would thus be 
forced to identify with Eve (222). 

Perhaps raost significant is the raessage that Eve would henceforth 

desire only her husband, thus rerainding us further that this rayth was 

designed to propagate divine sanction for raale supreraacy and therefore 

a certain knowledge of paternity. 

. . , her husband was awarded the divine right to dominate 
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her, to "rule over" her, to totally assert his authority. And 
in guilt for what she had supposedly done in the very 
beginning of time, as if in confession of her poor judgement, 
she was expected to submit obediently (Stone 223), 

Thus, Magdalena accepted the priest's advice when he told her 

that God was testing her and to put up with the abuse she was 

receiving from her husband. After all, she was paying for the sins of 

Eve. On the other hand, Josefine Bahr refused on at least the two 

occasions already mentioned, to accept the priest's judgement. 

Josefine preferred to think for herself and to ask questions. 

Elisabeth Alexander raaintains that the characteristic which saves 

Josefine from Magdalena's fate is her curiosity. A healthy curiosity 

allows a person to find out the truth, she says. Alexander declares 

Neugier to be an important part of her philosophy. The author explains 

the difference between the characters Josefine and Magdalena as she 

sees thera. 

Die Heldin Josefine Bahr ist FRAU, die Heldin Magdalena Sand 
MUTTER. Obwohl die Josefine auch Mutter ist, so liegt beinahe 
der ausschlieBliche Akzent auf FRAU. Denn was sie erlebt und 
erf libit in erotischen und sexuellen Dingen, hat rait ihr als 
Frau zu tun und nicht rait ihr als Mutter oder als Mensch 
(letter to author 7 Jan. 86). 

Alexander, who identifies raore with Josefine than with Magdalena, 

would agree with Siraone de Beauvoir who writes, "In order to be 

liberated [woman] must first become conscious of her situation. She 

will then cease to be imprisoned in the false values of 'feminity', in 

a pseudo-nature. Once conscious of her real situation, she can be 

free to becorae whatever she raakes of herself" (qtd. in Daly 28-29). 

Adrienne Rich also voices an optiraistic note: 
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One thing I ara sure of: just as woman is becoraing her own 
midwife, creating herself anew, so man will have to learn to 
gestate and give birth to his own subjectivity—something he 
has frequently wanted woraen to do for hira. We can go on 
trying to talk to each other, we can soraetiraes help each 
other, poetry and fiction can show us what the other is going 
through; but woraen can no longer be priraarily raothers and 
muses for raen: we have our own work cut out for us (qtd. in 
Juhasz 197). 

However, as Mary Daly points out, raany "women who have broken 

through the myths are handicapped; their capacity for objectivity and 

creativity is partially worn out in the struggle to break the webs of 

delusion" (19). Magdalena Sand is one of the woraen who in the end 

breaks those webs and finally sees the truth of her situation. But 

the heroine feels helpless to do anything about it. After struggling 

for years to feed, clothe, and nourish her children, she is worn out. 

She has sacrificed her woraanhood for her children. She has too long 

been regarded as just a mother—not a person. In her poverty and 

isolation, she seeras too enervated to raove beyond that pain—too tired 

to attempt the chance to change her life. And she has no close 

friends or family to encourage her. 



CHAPTER IV 

MOTHERHOOD 

Woman 

Ich bin 
der Stamra 
Gottes 
deshalb 
darf ich Nestchen 
in seinera Gipfel 
bauen— 
Kinder 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Ich bin kein Pferd 68). 

Schone Mutter 

Nicht zu vergessen 
daB sie noch 
Frau ist 
daher liebt sie 
nicht 
wenn das Kind 
ihr lastig 
zwischen die Beine 
rennt 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Ich bin kein Pferd 63). 

In 1931 psychoanalyst Sigraund Freud drew the following conclusion 

from his clinical observations: 

A man of about thirty often appears to be a youthful, somewhat 
unformed individual, whom we expect to raake powerful use of 
the possibilities for developraent opened up to hira by 
analysis. A woraan of the sarae age, however, often frightens 
us by her psychic rigidity and unchangeability . . . There are 
no paths open to further developraent; it is as though . . . 
the difficult developraent to feraininity has exhausted the 
possibilities of the person concerned (New Introductory 
Lectures on Psychoanalysis). 

Although his basic premise about woraen was wrong, Freud was right 

about one thing: Many woraen, like Magdalena Sand, becorae so exhausted 

57 
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while still young mothers that they cannot find the strength to 

consider a creative change in their lives. But studies have 

accumulated in the past fifty-odd years since Freud's controversial 

writings to refute his theory that all woraen originally want to be 

raen. New information about female biology and sexuality and their 

relation to psychology has been unearthed by scientists like Mary Jane 

Sherfey, Masters and Johnson, Niles Newton, Alice Rossi, and Karen 

Horney. Freud assumed that most feraale neuroses stera frora "penis 

envy", and that the only way to overcorae the disappointment of not 

being born raale is for the woman to have babies and dedicate her 

energies to a family. If she doesn't follow this natural course to 

motherhood, the woraan reraains frustrated for life (Freud). According 

to Horney, Freud was too simplistic in his assumption that anatomy is 

ultimately responsible for the psychological differences between raale 

and female. It is naive to reduce the complex probleras of all humans 

to a single source, the castration complex (New Ways in 

PsYcholanalysis). Rosemary Agonito suggests that given the privileged 

status of men in our culture, of course women wish for all their 

privileges, and so in some ways, wish to be a man (Karen Horney: 

Response to Freud). 

What Freud mistook for an inherent feraale weakness is in truth 

the result of inhuraan expectations placed on mothers by the 

patriarchal society. It would have been difficult for a little girl 

of Magdalena's era to escape the "Eternal Woraan" tendency toward the 

masochism described in Chapter III. It was the duty of the wife and 

mother to let the happiness of her husband and children take 
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precedence over her own. She was to be fulfilled through total 

servitude. Magdalena acknowledges later that the raother is given no 

chance to develop her own self and that a raother has to do without, 

because the Church, the state, and the "upright citizenry" expect it 

of her (Sie hatte ihre Kinder . . . 53-54). Thus, without knowing why 

he was correct, Freud hit upon a truisra: woraen, usually mothers in 

particular, exhaust theraselves while trying to live up to the "eternal 

ferainine" iraage forced upon thera by society. 

French ferainist Siraone de Beauvoir seeraed to counter Freud's 

assessraent of the rigidity of woraen by observing in 1949 that 

raany of the faults for which woraen are reproached—mediocrity, 
laziness, frivolity, servility—simply express the fact that 
their horizon is closed. . .[the woraan] often appears to be 
lazy, indolent; but the occupations available to her are as 
empty as the pure passage of tirae . , , If woman is earthy, 
commonplace, basely utilitarian, it is because she is 
compelled to devote her existence to cooking and washing 
diapers , , . Her life is not directed toward ends: she is 
absorbed in producing or caring for things that are never raore 
than raeans, such as food, clothing, and shelter. These things 
are inessential interraediaries between aniraal life and free 
existence (Agonito, Siraone de Beauvoir , . . 349-352). 

Like de Beauvoir, Elisabeth Alexander recognizes the slave role 

which raothers in the patriarchy are expected to play. Instead of 

using non-fiction to convey her convictions however, Alexander 

utilizes prose, creating such fictional characters as Magdalena Sand 

in Kinder and unnaraed characters in poetry: 

Callgirlring 

In jedera Haus 
existiert einer 
keiner geniert sich 
wenn es auch 
imraer dieselbe ist 
die was soil 
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und hubsch ohne Geld 
beim ersten Ruf 
wie sich das 
fur eine nutzliche 
Mutter gehort 

(Ich bin kein Pferd 65). 

The woman in "Callgirlring" has given up her claim to woraanhood 

to becorae a mother/slave and is fulfilling the role of "Eternal 

Mother" for her family. Magdalena Sand did the sarae thing, first as a 

wife and then as a mother. 

Magdalena machte sich zur niraraerraiiden Mutter . . . Ira Haus 
hingen die Wiinsche und das Verlangen von dera Zimmerdecken 
herab. Sie dachte, es sei ihre Pflicht, die Erfiillungen zu 
besorgen. Sie dachte, sie ist die Mutter. Eine Mutter rausse 
so sein (Sie hatte ihre Kinder . . . 44). 

She used to think it her duty to fulfill each child's little 

desires. Too late she realizes that because of her sacrifice, she 

never had time to fulfill any of her own wishes (26). And although 

Magdalena gave all of her effort and energy to her children, they were 

not appreciative. In retrospect, she sees them as vultures, both of 

her soul and of her thoughts. They have robbed her of her substance 

and now she is left to vegetate in poverty. Her children have raade 

her fiscally impotent in society. She has spent every Pfennig on 

their needs and desires, so that now she is their prisoner. It is as 

if she were suffocating. 

Die Kinder stahlen und raubten Magdalena ihre Freiwilligkeit. 
Alles raubten sie ihr. Sie raubten Magdalena ihre Illusionen, 
Ihre Hoffnungen, Ihre Wunsche, Ihre Lebensvorstellungen (Sie 
hatte ihre Kinder , , , 15), 

Because Magdalena has allowed it, her children have ruined her 

life as a woraan. She is tired of being so reliable, dependable as an 

oak tree (15). She has never learned to be kind to herself, to do 
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things for herself. Until now, she has always lived with the thought 

that she belonged to the children (17). Now, in midlife, the heroine 

is able to analyze the "Eternal Mother" complex (although she does not 

call it by that name). She sees that by accepting this role, she has 

destroyed the woman in her. However, Magdalena still has not fathomed 

the fact that it is raen who created the "Eternal Woman" illusion which 

got her into her predicament in the first place. She sees only that 

woraen have perpetuated the rayth. 

Mutter und Frau sind keine guten Freunde zueinanier . . . 
Frauen werden nicht vom Mann zerstort. Das glaubt sie nicht. 
Frauen werden von sich selbst zerstort. Die Mutter in ihr 
zerstorte sie, die Frau (14). 

American writer and psychiatrist Elaine Heffner calls this 

predicament of mothers a "nurturing trap." It is because mothers are 

naturally responsive to the needs of their children that they are 

vulnerable to exploitation, she writes. Many fe.minists of the sixties 

and early seventies refused to admit that positive feelings about 

motherhood are real. They insisted that mothers feel nurturing toward 

their children only because the patriarchy tells them they should have 

such feelings. As discussed in Chapter II, Alexander took exception 

to these early ferainists who looked down on her efforts to mother her 

small children. Maybe some woraen do not habor a nurturing instinct, 

she reasoned, but the instinct within her was strong. The 

responsibility of the children was an awesorae one for her. "Ich mache 

nie etwas ohne Verantwortung. In alien Dingen, Verantwortung haben," 
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the author has said (address, Texas Tech Dept. of German, 1 Feb. 

1985). 

Heffner reflects Alexander's feelings when she writes that 

mothers, in fact, do experience an intense emotional response to their 

offspring and it is this call to nurture which has frightened many 

would-be mothers away in the fear of being exploited. Sorae woraen 

believe that the only way to stop the exploitation is to stop the 

nurturing; therefore, raany woraen who feel the urge to nurture 

nevertheless avoid raotherhood altogether (Heffner 18). 

Heffner says that woraen raust understand that they can be loving, 

nurturing raothers and at the sarae tirae avoid exploitation, '".vonen do 

not have to sacrifice personhood if they are raothers," she writes. 

"They do not have to sacrifice raotherhood in order to be persons. 

Liberation was meant to expand woraen's opportunites, not to lirait 

them" (19-20). 

Of course, as Elisabeth Badinter has written, not all women 

possess the nurturing instinct. But even those who have the instinct 

raust not be left with the total burden of rearing the next generation 

as Magdalena was. As discussed in Chapters II and III, for equality 

to be realized, a man must get in touch with his nurturing instinct 

before he impregnates a woraan. To be effective fathers, raen raust 

share in the childrearing process. When raen agree to carry their load 

in nurturing, woraen will have equal tirae to find their personhood. If 

there is no father figure, society must provide help with nurturing. 

For instance, inexpensive quality childcare should have been available 

to Magdalena so she could have had the chance for job training or an 
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education. She had taken care of the house and babies while her 

husband pursued his education. 

Clearly, Magdalena has not found her way out of the "nurturing 

trap" Heffner has described, because she lacks the support of the 

children's father and of outside institutions and because she entered 

adulthood without the necessary education to support herself. She is 

paralyzed in her poverty with no visible raeans of escape. More 

objective now in middle age than she was when she was totally consumed 

with the care of her small children, Magdalena sees that she should 

have looked for work away from horae years ago. Any kind of job would 

have been better than staying at horae working, she says, because being 

a housewife and raother brings no respect. It is looked on as being 

too comfortable, too lazy (44). Her thought process does not 

indicate what she would have done with her children if she had decided 

to seek outside employment. In truth, it would have been a close to 

impossible task to find adequate childcare which she could have 

afforded. Magdalena longs to be regarded first as a woman and then as 

a mother only incidentally—as raen are regarded by society foremost as 

men and then perhaps also as fathers (Sie hatte ihre Kinder . . . 51). 

Mothers like Magdalena have lost their personhood. 

As it was, Magdalena was marooned, alone in a poverty-ridden 

apartment with noisy children—an atraosphere which she soraetiraes found 

overwhelming. Alexander's wry huraor coraes through in describing a 

typical motherhood scene in.which the mother has lost all patience in 

such surroundings: 
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Mutterliebe 

Der Larm der Kinder 
derjenigen 
die ich Familie nenne 
bef^llt mich 
wie ein Ungeheuer 
und ratios brulle ich 
zuruck 

(Ich bin kein Pferd 69). 

Alexander, reflected at times through her character Magdalena, 

was not the only raother of the sixties who had feelings of utter 

frustration. Author/poet Adrienne Rich of the United States shares 

sorae of Magdalena's arabivalent feelings about raotherhood in her book, 

Of Woman Born. An entry frora her journal, dated November, 1960, 

(about the sarae tirae Alexander was raising sraall children) reads: 

My children cause rae the raost exquisite suffering of which I 
have any experience. It is the suffering of ambivalence: the 
murderous alternation between bitter resentment and raw-edged 
nerves, and blissful gratification and tenderness, Sometiraes 
I seera to myself, in my feelings toward those tiny guiltless 
beings, a monster of selfishness and intolerance. Their 
voices wear away at ray nerves. . .And I am weak sometiraes frora 
held-in rage. There are tiraes when I feel only death will 
free us frora one another, when I envy the barren woraan who has 
the luxury of her regrets but lives a life of privacy and 
freedom (1). 

Alexander and Rich share a common goal in Sie hatte ihre Kinder 

toten sollen and Of Woraan Born. However, as pointed out earlier, 

Alexander did not know of Rich's work (written in 1976) when Alexander 

wrote Kinder in 1982. The Gerraan author said in an interview: 

Mit Magdalena Sand, der Mutterheldin raeines Roraans, wollte ich 
auf die Frauen, die nur Mutter sind, aufraerksara raachen. Denn 
diese Gesellschaft schenkt derraaBen gewohnlichen Muttern, eben 
den Muttern, die es wie Sand ara Meer gibt, ara wenigsten 
Beachtung (Hasing 49). 

These are the raothers who need support frora society, but in fact. 
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these are the ones most ignored, she maintains. They have no choice 

but to endure a dirty, monotonous, domestic daily life every day, 

without reprieve. Alexander calls this lonely day-to-day life of the 

stay-at-horae welfare raother a dreckiger Mutteralltag. 

Mit dreckigem Mutteralltag raeine ich den ganz stinknorraalen 
Ablauf eines Muttertages, mit alien Peinlichkeiten, rait alien 
Verunsicherungen und Demiitigungen, rait allera Geldmangel, den 
Sorgen und dera Verzichten-Mussen, den Geldraangel rait sich 
bringt (Hasing 49). 

Alexander created Magdalena Sand to break through the public 

silence concerning raothers like her who have to raise their children 

alone with a substandard level of income. "Das Gerede von der 

Emanzipation der Frau geht an solchen Muttern wie Magdalena Sand 

vorbei," she says (Hasing 50). 

Mothers who are the sole nurturers and financial supporters of 

their children have no tirae for thoughts of anything else. Feraale 

emancipation is a term so far-removed frora their expectations that 

they barely have tirae to consider the raeaning, Alexander believes. 

Until the children are grown and can be responsible for theraselves, 

the mother as sole protector raust sacrifice her emancipation, says the 

author both in her works and in interviews. No one nurtures the 

single mother, so she goes without while she turns all her attention 

toward her family. French ferainist Elisabeth Badinter quotes former 

full-tirae mothers who now are lashing out verbally, as Magdalena Sand 

finally does, about the day-to-day existence they were forced to 

maintain at horae with their children: 

Raising children is rough; they eat up your life. 

There are days when you'd give anything not to have iheii; 
you'd kill thera all. 
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For years I lived only to fulfill a sense of duty, to the 
point where I didn't even know what I liked anymore. To live 
for yourself, that must be a high, 

I didn't even know what pleasure was anymore, 
(Mother Love 314-315). 

Whether or not they realize it, all of these woraen, Magdalena 

included, have reached a crucial stage in their fight against 

oppression. According to the theory of suffering conceived by 

theologian Dorothee Soelle, they have reached the second phase: they 

are able to articulate their pain. Although Soelle did not deal 

specifically with the situation of woraen in her analysis, Araerican 

Carolyn Heilbrun has suggested how Soelle's raodel accurately decribes 

woraen's raental states (66-68). Phase II is achieved by woraen only 

rarely, says Heilbrun. If Phase II involves articulation of their 

suffering, Phase I is the stage raost of these woraen were in before 

they found the insight to analyze their situation as painful. It is 

the stage in which most women remain all their lives, 

Soelle describes Phase I as mute, speechless suffering, raarked by 

isolation, domination by the situation, and the inability to organize 

objectives. The sufferer in this phase sees her proper action as 

submissiveness and powerlessness—the "Eternal Woraan" syndrorae. "Most 

women throughout the world, even if they are not abject victiras of 

poverty or violence, live in this phase, tending . . . toward a 

sensation of meaninglessness" (Heilbrun 66). It is clear that 

Magdalena reraained in Phase I during her years of marriage and 

childrearing, progressing gradually to Phase II by the tirae she had 
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reached middle age. But by then, raost of her vitality had been 

sapped. 

"In Phase II," explains Heilbrun, "the sufferer becomes aware, 

and able to speak, to express her despair, to coraraunicate. She is 

able to analyze the situation in which she suffers" (67). Heilbrun 

suggests that Phase II is reached raost often in a period of feminisra 

with consciousness raising groups, and the breaking of isolation 

through interchange with other woraen. Is it only coincidental that 

Alexander, speaking through Magdalena Sand, began voicing her 

conscious about raother rights during a period of high feminisni—in the 

seventies and eighties? Whether or not she will adrait it, it is 

probable that Alexander was affected with the germ of feraale 

liberation that was in the air at the tirae she wrote Kinder. 

Magdalena has finally reached Phase II as she realizes the 

suffering she has iraposed upon herself all these years because she had 

embodied the "Eternal Woraan" iraage. As a worn-out raiddle-aged raother, 

she thinks: 

Nie fur sich allein zu sorgen ist eine Vergewaltigung ara 
eigenen Geist. Ara eigenen Korper. An der eigenen 
Verhaltensweise . . . Nichts wirkt so asexuell wie eine 
dooffursorgende Mutter, Nur an die Kinder zu denken bei Tag, 
bei Nacht (Sie hatte ihre Kinder , , ,187). 

Alexander has penned another picture of a worn-out raother, this 

tirae in poetry form, in which she alludes to the daily pressures, 

duties, and constant noise which wear a raother down. In a sarcastic 

tone, Alexander concludes that the raother (looked upon by society as 

the "Eternal Mother") can endure anything, because she raust; it is 

deraanded of her image. The poera ends: 
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mich soil es nicht toten konnen 
das Leben 
das nicht ertragbare 
well ich doch die Mutter bin 

("Mutterrallde", Ich hange mich ans schwarze Brett 38). 

Both Magdalena and the raother in the poera have reached the stage 

Heilbrun says that few woraen achieve-that of articulating their pain. 

But the question in Kinder reraains: Will Magdalena be able to proceed 

to Phase III? 

A look at Alexander's own life reveals that the author is one of 

the few who has been strong enough to break into Phase III—the stage 

in which actual change is accoraplished. The author, who refers to 

herself as a "self-raade woraan" (see Chapter II), built her career as d 

writer under hardships which would have rendered raost persons in the 

same situation helpless. If Elisabeth Alexander found the strength to 

break through her difficult circumstances and reach self-fulfillment, 

can Magdalena do the same? Literary critics like Helga Hasing, Verena 

T. E. Auffermann, and Paul Konrad Kurz have concluded that Alexander's 

heroine is wedged too deeply in self-pity and poverty to change her 

situation. 

In Magdalena one sees a weaker version of Alexander, Magdalena 

faces the basic probleras with which Alexander also had to deal as a 

wife and raother, but while still in her twenties, Alexander proved she 

could rise above the obstacles. But Magdalena, already in her 

forties, so far has not met the challenge, 

Carolyn Heilbrun observes that few women authors iraagine and 

create characters with the autonoray they theraselves have achieved. 
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They allow their characters to articulate their pain, but fail to 

create characters who move, as the authors theraselves have raoved, 

beyond that pain (71-72). Magdalena, who has allowed herself few 

selfish deeds in her life is tired of giving, and receiving nothing in 

return. She longs for peace. She longs for freedom frora the 

overwhelming responsibility of her children. As Adrienne Rich has so 

keenly observed: 

The physical and psychic weight of responsibility on the woraan 
with children is by far the heaviest of social burdens. It 
cannot be compared with slavery or sweated labor because the 
emotional bonds between a woraan and her children raake her 
vulnerable in ways which the forced laborer does not know; he 
can hate and fear his boss or raaster , , . the woraan with 
children is a prey to far more complicated, subversive 
feelings. Love and anger can exist concurrently; anger at the 
conditions of motherhood can become translated into anger at 
the child . . . (Of Woman Born 35). 

An uncontrolled resentment has built up inside Magdalena and is 

manifesting itself in a love/hate reaction to her children. She has 

read in the newspaper about raothers who have raurdered their children 

but have been acquitted for reasons of insanity. The heroine 

considers the consequences of such an act. As Alexander stressed in 

Chapter I, Magdalena does not seriously consider killing her 

children. She does not really hate her children. In truth, the 

resentment she feels is because she hates the state, the patriarchal 

society, the Church, and her former husband for ruining her life. In 

effect, they have all forced her to spend her life and all her thought 

and energy supporting her children—and still she is poor. Although 

she does not intend to kill her children, she finds the thought 

fascinating and eccentric. She concludes that society would feel 
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sorry for her if she committed such a heinous crime. She, like the 

mothers in the newspaper, would have been found insane, Alexander 

explains: 

Totete eine Mutter ihre Kinder, well sie zuviel der Sorgen 
hat, zuwenig des Geldes, zuviel der Arbeit, zuwenig der 
Erholung und Freude—dann fande sie eher Verstandnis in der 
gesellschaftlichen Beurteilung, Die Nachbarn sogar 
respektierten es (letter to author 5 Jan. 86). 

But if she killed herself instead of her children, society would 

not forgive her. People would consider her a selfish, irresponsible 

person for leaving her children motherless. Alexander says: 

Das einzige absolut abschlieBende Urteil—fiir alle Zeiten— 
ware: Sie hat verantwortungslos gehandelt, Diese Frau hatte 
keine Verantwortung, sonst hatte sie das [suicide] nicht getan 
(letter 5 Jan, 86), 

Alexander expresses the sarae thought in poetry form. Here she 

shows how the public reacts to two feraale suicide victiras—one a 

mother and the other a non-mother: 

Selbstmorderinnen 

Sie batten sie 
tot aus dem FluB 
gezogen 
die altere Mutter 
sie hatte zuviel am 
Hals 
verantwortunglos 
sagten die Nachbarn 
sie batten sie 
tot aus dem Strick 
genommen 
die jiingere Nichtrautter 
sie hatte zuwenig am 
Hals 
schade 
dachten die Partyfreunde 

(Ich bin kein Pferd 71), 

Here again, Alexander points her finger at a society wai:h feels 
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pity for the young woman with few responsibilities, but which has no 

forgiveness for a mother who has been overwhelmed by the insane 

expectation placed upon her. Society allows the young to be selfish 

and irresponsible, but does not allow the sarae of overworked raothers. 

Magdalena has read newspaper articles about raothers like the one 

in the poem who have found suicide the only way out of their 

unbearable circumstances. She convinces herself that in order to be 

totally selfish, she would have to kill herself. A fiendish delight 

overcomes her when she envisions splattering her body on the sidewalk 

below for society to deal with. Alexander exercises her dry sarcasm 

and off-beat huraor in such passages—a humor raisunderstood by raany 

readers. She relishes the thought of lashing back at the society 

which has dealt her such raisery—the society which has treated her 

like a second-class citizen because she is a single raother living on a 

meager income. 

With these demoralizing thoughts going through Magdalena's mind, 

does Alexander conclude that her heroine has lost all hope? Is 

Magdalena capable of creating change in her life or does she resort to 

suicide? The writer leaves the book's conclusion open-ended, with 

Magdalena perched on the window sill contemplating jumping to her 

death. Most readers of Kinder assurae that Magdalena is not strong 

enough to overcorae her situation and thus leaps out the window to 

escape her probleras. Poverty has played the main role in sealing her 

fate; its pressures have sapped her energy and apparently have left 

her no strength to try to turn her life in a new direction. 

Not so, says Alexander in interviews about the novel. In her ow:i 
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raind, the author has a different conclusion for the story than that 

which many readers and critics have chosen. It seeras that the author 

believes Magdalena has a spark of energy left, Alexander points out 

in an interview that eraancipation for Magdalena is finally on the 

horizon (Hasing 50). The children are reaching the age in which they 

no longer need the daily nurturing they have corae to expect frora their 

mother, so the way to eraancipation lies open to Magdalena, if she is 

willing to accept the challenge. It is at this point that Magdelana 

could proceed to Phase III of Soelle's theory of suffering; she could 

accomplish change in her life, as Alexander herself has done. 

Upon closer inspection of Magdalena's thought process in the 

final pages of Kinder, one discovers in the heroine's assertions a 

strong will to live. But this will to live involves breaking new 

ground. She denounces the instituion of motherhood—not life itself. 

Perhaps those who say that Magdalena's life coraes to nothing—that she 

commits suicide—have not considered the strength she shows in this 

passage. She sounds more like a ferainist than a hopeless victim of 

the patriarchy as she denounces her oppressors: 

Magdalena ist es satt. Mutter zu sein, well sie kein ethisches 
Honorar dafur bekomrat. Standig Kraft und Gedanken in den 
Dienst der Kinder zu stellen, das fordert diese offentliche 
Moral. Das verlangt der soziale Staat. Das erwartet die 
christliche Kirche. Magdalena kiindigt ihre Mutterrolle auf. 
Sie kiindigt ihr Mutterleben auf und will nur noch Magdalena 
Sand sein und sonst nichts. In dem heutigen Staat, in der 
heutigen b'ffentlichkeitsreform Mutter zu sein, zeigt die 
Frauendummheit so brutal. Magdalena will ihre Duramheit 
abwerfen. . .Magdalena laBt sich als Mutter toten, um als Frau 
zu leben (188). 

With this passage, a growing strength appears in .Magdalena. This 

conviction, announced by the heroine shortly before she perches 
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herself dramatically on the window ledge, makes it evident that 

Magdalena's suicide ideas are only thoughts. (This woraan apparently 

thrives on theatrics. Her antics should bring a smile to the reader 

who is in tune to Alexander's eccentric form of humor.) Magdalena 

does not intend to jurap. Instead, she intends to destroy the 

institution of motherhood for herself once and for all. Of course, 

she still will be a mother and she still will love her children. But 

she will no longer be a slave to thera. She will insist that they take 

responsibilities for themselves now that they are able. From now on, 

her life will be her own. 

Adrienne Rich writes: 

To destroy the institution is not to abolish motherhood. It 
is to release the creation and sustenance of life into the 
same realm of decision, struggle, surprise, imagination, and 
conscious intelligence, as any other difficult, but freely 
chosen work (Of Woman Born 286). 

Stories of women are usually stories of acceptance and passivity, 

comments Heilbrun (139). Woraen like Magdalena have betrayed 

theraselves trying to fill the raold society has chosen for thera. Their 

self-betrayal becoraes understandable—but not forgivable—when one 

sees the cruel circurastances with which woraen like Magdalena have had 

to deal. Heilbrun points out, however, that: 

whatever the fates ordained, we bear the responsibility and 
raust seek our own enlightenraent . . . Woraen use "raotherhood" 
as an excuse not to succeed outside a domestic role, not to 
try, or, trying, not to persevere through the necessary pain 
(Heilbrun 138-139). 

No raatter how painful the decision, the choice is usually there 

for woraen to raake. It is true that single raothers of young children 

face perhaps the toughest road. Basic survival—both raental and 
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physical—is often as rauch as they can raanage while the children are 

young. This predicament is certainly true in locations where no 

affordable, quality childcare is available, Magdalena, now with older 

children, has decided to take action and is on her way to seeking her 

own enlightenment. She has taken a giant step, however gradual, and 

has traded the "Eternal Woman" perspective for a feministic viewpoint. 

No longer is she willing to accept the dictates of her patriarchal 

upbringing. She is setting herself free. 

As Adrienne Rich has so keenly observed: "If I cling to 

circumstances, I could feel not responsible. Only she who says she 

did not choose, is the loser in the end (qtd. in: Heilbrun 52). 

Although she had almost been burned out, the fire growing inside 

Magdalena is gradually allowing her strength to rise above her 

circumstances. In the end, she is the one who is free to choose. 



CHAPTER V 

BEYOND MOTHERHOOD 

Women's lives—in all levels of society—have been lived too long 
in both depression and fantasy, while our active energies have 
been trained and absorbed into caring for others. It is 
essential, now, to begin breaking that cycle 

(Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born 250). 

"Women's liberation has a great deal to offer the middle-aged and 
elderly. . ." 

(Elizabeth Janeway 153). 

At one tirae in Magdalena Sand's thought process, she tells 

herself it is too late in her life to change things. In raidlife she 

is beyond hope. She tells herself she can never be a real person 

because she has been a servant—a raother—too long (Sie hatte ihre 

Kinder toten sollen 186). But apparently her own reasoning does not 

convince the heroine entirely that hers is a hopeless situation. 

Shortly after sharing Magdalena's hopeless state of mind, the alert 

reader gleans the impression that all is not lost; the heroine talks 

her way into a change of attitude. The fury inside of her seeras to 

release a new energy and leads Magdalena to the conviction that the 

fight is not over. As previously discussed (cf. Chapter IV), near the 

end of Kinder Magdalena is ready to throw off the institution of 

motherhood in order to choose a new path to liberation. 

Perhaps using the same reasoning as Adrienne Rich, who said that 

electing not to choose raakes one a loser (cf. Chapter IV), Magdalena 

decides it is not too late to change her life. But Araerican writer 

Elizabeth Janeway points out that raany older women see a validity in 

75 
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the new women's movement, but too raany of thera feel "It's too late for 

me." Unlike Magdalena, they are unwilling to dare a change so late in 

life. Janeway writes: 

Why should we iraagine "It's too late"? Too often those words 
cover a reaffirmation of weakness, a choice of withdrawal into 
unreasonable timidity. We demean ourselves when we do that, 
we accept the role-judgeraent that woraen are passive and 
subordinate (161). 

As a poet, Alexander writes with insight about this "too late" 

feeling of many older mothers whose children are gone. The mother she 

describes below has wrapped her own life almost exclusively around her 

children during their growing-up years—so much so that she has failed 

to develop her own personhood. As a result, she feels utterly alone 

and useless after the children are gone and she begins to live in the 

past: 

Miitterzukunft 

Die Mutter ist keine 
Glucke mehr 
kein Schutz und Schirm 
kein Teller Engelsiippchen 
mehr 
sie vegetiert 
ihre verbleichenden 
Lebensjahre 
im Rhythmus 
der Topfkratzer 
des Gemuseputzens 
und sie beginnt sich 
durapf und bockig 
in die Zeit zu 
stehlen 
in der sie Kind war 

(Alexander, Ich hange mich ans schwarze Brett 41). 

one's Such a tragic ending to a life lived exclusively tor 

children is comraon and is perceived by raany as simply the "human 

condition." This older mother's predica.^ent is accepted as fact by 
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many perpetrators of the motherhood myth. They see this older 

woman's condition as the inevitable result of performing one's 

rightful duties as a mother; she has performed her role well, and 

now her life is over. But, as Adrienne Rich points out: 

. . . the patriarchal institution of motherhood is not the 
"human condition" any more than rape, prostitution, and 
slavery are. Those who speak largely of the huraan condition 
are usually those raost exerapt from its oppressions—whether of 
sex, race, or servitude (Of Woraan Born 15), 

As in "Mutterzukunft", Alexander describes in the following poem 

the melancholy feeling raany older raothers experience as they look back 

on those hectic and often frustrating days of young raotherhood. 

Mutterruckblick 

Als die Kinder 

mich uraschrien 
als sie mich mit 
Wunschen einengten ^̂  
faszinierte mich die Starke 
dieser kleine kindskopfige 
Wille 
da sie nun weitergeruckt 
sind 
fort 
von mir von ihnen auch 
sehne ich mich zuruck 
in jenen Xrger 
iene Mutterwut 
die so schon ohnmachtig ist 
well ich weiB jetzt 
die Kinder sind wie Glocken 
und raanchmal lauten 
sie raich wach 
in meine Stille 
und ich lausche 
auf das Verklingen 
der Kindesliebe ^̂  

(Alexander, Ich hange mich . . . 4Z;. 

Perhaps because the woman in the poem did not develop a sense of 

self durina her childrearing days, she now feels an emptiness in her 
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life and she begins idealizing those days when she was constantly busy 

and needed. In retrospect, the speaker sees her squealing, demanding 

offspring as the impetus which had kept her useful and active. And 

she longs for the love (or perhaps the sense of being needed) she felt 

from her young children—a love which she senses has faded away now 

that she is no longer their caretaker. The mothers in both poer.is are 

experiencing loneliness now that their children have launched into 

their own lives and no longer demand constant attention and 

maintenance. Neither woman has iraagined for herself a purpose in life 

beyond that role which the patriarchy has placed upon her—that of 

raothering. 

Alexander's newest work, an as-yet unpublished 96-page manuscript 

entitled: "Und die Uhr iauft riickwarts wenn der Schnee fallt," deals 

with a heroine who, like the woman in "Miitterzukunft," finds herself 

totally alone in her old age. In order to withstand the loneliness of 

her surroundings, she fantasizes, hallucinates, and invents a world of 

her own. The unnamed heroine lives outside the bounds of time—in a 

potpourri of reality, wishes, and imagination. 

Alexander clairas that although men live their adventures in the 

active world, raost woraen are forced to find adventure in their 

imaginations. Therefore, her heroine lives the life of an active, 

almost festive person within the confines of her raind. She 

experiences feelings such as love, jealousy, sadness, longing, 

tenderness, raelancholy, joy, and fear in her inagination-which is 

better than not experiencing such feelings at all. reasons Alexander. 

Although fully aware of reality, the heroine chooses a fantasy world 
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in which to spend most of her time, the author explains (Alexander, 

Inhaltsangabe), 

SIE, the heroine of "Uhr" has no purpose in life. She lives 

between life and death, according to Alexander. Ferainist writer 

Carolyn Heilbrun comments on the plight of women who live their lives 

in a mirage as SIE seeras to be doing. Heilbrun writes: " . . . women 

must abandon the fantasy of womanhood, that fantasy provided by fairy 

tales and romances, and perceive theraselves as the active principle; 

in short, as whole, with integrity" (167). Although Heilbrun does not 

speak specifically about older woraen here, her assessraent is valid in 

the situation Alexander has put forth. The heroine of "Uhr" seeras to 

be at a dead-end, but her raental faculties are still intact, according 

to the author. SIE has chosen freely to live in her fantasy world, 

because it seems to her the most tolerable path of those frora which 

she has to choose. But according to Elizabeth Janeway, a choice of 

timidity is self-deraeaning (161). It's not too late for another 

choice, to make useful and meaningful a life which seems no longer 

vital. 

Janeway recognizes those women, now raiddle-aged, who have 

accepted the rayth that the traditional role of woraen is the proper 

one. They accommodated theraselves to the rayth raany years ago and have 

by now a lifetirae of coraraitraent to that role. It is these woraen who 

become upset when someone suggests that they have raade the wrong 

choice because that raeans that they have been spending their lives in 

nonsense. She is careful not to criticize that earlier choice, since 

it seemed the logical choice to make during the decades before the 
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seventies. She writes: 

When some older women look at the Women's Moveraent, this is 
what it seems to be saying: The goals you chose are too 
small. You ve been satisfied with too little. You've been 
cheated out of your birthright and your chance at a full and 
meaningful life, and you let it happen. . . [Such statements] 
appear as personal attacks on one's own judgement and self-
esteem (156). 

It is no wonder that there is a gap between ferainists and women 

who have accepted traditional roles. But there need not be that 

separation, says Janeway. She stresses that the moveraent is not 

putting down woraen who have striven for traditional woraanly success, 

i.e, the success of being a good mother and wife. Modern ferainists 

recognize housekeeping and childrearing as iraportant tasks which raust 

be done. What ferainists are saying is: women raust realize that such 

jobs are not solely feraale responsibility. Such jobs should be shared 

equally by both sexes. But even if these older woraen were 

participants in the raotherhood myth when they were younger, they still 

have the chance to assert theraselves now. The Women's Moveraent can 

still affect their lives positively. Ferainists are telling the.se 

older women that it is not too late to take an objective look at their 

lives and make effective changes. "Part of the great value of the 

Moveraent is the support that women are able to offer other woraen 

through it. But on the outside looking in, that isn't apparent." 

writes Janeway (157). ^ 

Speaking as an older woman, Janeway suggests also that there is 

an extra bind on those in her age group. She says that in this 

society, elder feraales are expected to feel inferior not only as women 

but also because they are old. She writes: "Older woraen here are apt 

http://the.se
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to slide down the pecking order toward a lonely old age. And that 

destiny haunts woraen who have not had the chance to reach out and cope 

with life independently" (158). 

Janeway sees that the women's raoveraent can be iraportant in the 

lives of older woraen. "A very iraportant gift of the Moveraent to older 

women is the end of isolation, including age-grade isolation" (161), 

She cites the active, useful lives of several older woraen who have 

decided it is not "too late" to begin a new adventure after their 

retirement from mothering or from another job. Sorae have begun new 

businesses and new careers. She coraraents on her own experience as a 

writer in her fifties. Her life is one of constant rejuvenation, she 

claims, because writing forces her to consider new ideas everyday; 

thus, she continues to feel young. Janeway writes: "I have a problem 

about being nearly sixty: I keep waking up in the morning and 

thinking I'm thirty-one" (154)! Alexander, also older than 50, 

expresses the sarae idea poetically: 

Mittvierzig 

Das Gefiihl in rair 

ist nicht mit mir 
alter geworden 
diese Sehnsucht nicht 
die stillen Wunsche 
nicht 
und die Empfindungen 
stoBen an raeine 
Fiihlwande 
und gebarden sich wie 
neugeboren ^̂  
und ich staune daruber 
daB mein Leib 
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die Lebensschwere 
zu Schelmen meiner 
schonen Wehmut macht 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Gluckspfennig. manuscript 33). 

The middle-aged speaker feels young and alive inside, restless to 

try out new feelings and ideas. But the physical body, no longer 

young and lithe, plays rougish tricks, holding the speaker's 

restlessness intact. The person is left to devise raeans of expression 

other than those available to a young person in a young body. 

Melancholy—a feeling which can prove both positive and negative-

pervades heir senses. It is not so easy, now that one is older, to act 

out one's impulses. Often the raost natural response the older person 

finds is to be astonished at the irony in the predicament of feeling 

young and old simultaneously. The poera conveys a capacity to laugh at 

oneself, a talent the poet apparently has found useful in dealing with 

life's difficulties. 

Because she is able to laugh at herself is not to say that the 

older woman is not taking herself seriously. As Elizabeth Janeway 

points out, it is clear that what one does and how one feels about 

what one does are basic to one's self iraage (155). She indicates that 

the women's moveraent offers older woraen the opportunity to strengthen 

their self iraage, to take theraselves seriously. Janeway writes: 

If all that you are doing with your life is following the 
rules that your role assigns you, you are escaping full 
responsibility. That reduces the importance of your actions— 
you're simply behaving, you're not raaking decisions and 
achieving goals. You are, in part, a programmed object. The 
feeling that you are leaving this behind and taking charge of 
your own life is one of the raost thrilling experiences that 
any huraan being, male or feraale, can enjoy (159), 

When older woraen, who heretofore have not felt bold enough to 
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assert themselves, find their own voices and express what has long 

been inside, a new world may open to them. They may feel a strength 

they did not know was there. Adrienne Rich says that this new voice 

is that "of someone who knows the rhythm of his or her own energy and 

blood" (Kalstone 59). Alexander is one who knows such a rhythm. She. 

like many feminist authors and poets, is integrating her own life with 

that of the world. 

Rich says: "It is always what is under pressure in us, 

especially under pressure of concealment—that explodes into poetry" 

(qtd. in Heilbrun, Vesuvius . . . 170). Alexander's look into the 

painful rememberings of a woraan grown older, reveals feelings that raay 

have been long concealed, but which now corae out in a "brutal poera," 

as Alexander has called it. 

Ein Frauenleben 

Da hatte ich angefangen 
diesen einen Mann 
zu lieben 
und ich liebte ihn 
jeden Tag 
und Tag fur Tag 
und ich staunte uber seine 
Kargheit 
mich zu lieben 
die Unerschutterlichkeit 
in der er mich ablehnte 
in der er mir vorschwarmte 
wie sein Typ auszusehen habe. 
Daruber bin ich alt geworden 

(Elisabeth Alexander, Gluckspfennig, manuscript 88). 

Alexander puts her years of experiencing woraanhood and motherhood 

to work in order to verbalize feelings which have plagued many woraen. 

The woraan speaking in "Ein Frauenleben" raost likely has listened 

passively for years to her raate's insensitive ravings about his "type" 
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of woraan—his "type" obviously not being a description of the speaker. 

She is astounded over his stinginess and his constant brutality 

regarding her feelings. In spite of the abuse, she has continued to 

love him through the years; and in the meantime she has grown old. 

"Ein Frauenleben" is a fine example of contemporary poetry by 

women which effectively expresses their anger at the world. Carolyn 

Heilbrun suggests that women poets find it easier to voice their fury 

than do women novelists (169). Poet Adrienne Rich provides further 

explanation of Heilbrun's contention when she writes that poetry, as 

opposed to prose, is "much more rooted in the unconscious, it presses 

too close against the barriers of repression" (qtd, in Heilbrun 169). 

Alexander's poetry conveys raany of the sarae raessages found in her two 

novels and numerous stories, but raore succinctly. The four Alexander 

poems discussed in this thesis chapter contain ideas of repression 

found in her two long prose works about older women and mothers. 

Kinder and "Uhr"; however, because of their conciseness, these poeras 

may well be more powerful pieces of literature. The brevity and power 

of Alexander's poetry seem more likely than do her novels to create an 

impact on the average reader. 

Whether through prose or poetry, Elisabeth Alexander has 

expressed to women the ferainist contention that it is never too late 

to make changes. The woman must first be able to define her 

repression and, with that knowledge, (and perhaps with the fury which 

that knowledge unleashes), she raust then take charge of her life. 

In a lighter vein, Alexander has indicated that she, too, can 

make changes in this latter stage of life. A look back at a 1982 
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newspaper interview reveals her explanation to a reporter about why 

she (Alexander) always wrote in bed. According to the reporter: 

Das Bett ist ihr [Alexander's] Gedanken vers teck und ihr 
Seelenwarraer, Da sitzt die arrae Poetin unter Decken und 
schragen Wanden und schreibt in ein blaues Buch nach dera 
anderen (Aufferraann). 

Remembering those days when she shared her apartment with her 

three grown children, the poet/author clairas that the bed kept her 

thoughts warm. Perhaps the bed was Alexander's refuge frora the 

distractions of faraily life—a place where she could nourish her 

thoughts. But today, now that she is older and lives alone, Alexander 

writes: 

"Donnerwetter, rair fallt ein, daB ich jetzt auch auBerhalb des 
Bettes sehr gut und sehr viel schreiben kann. Mag sein, daB 
ich jetzt eine eigene (innere) Warrae habe, die raich warrat" 
(letter to author, 21 Jan, 1986). 

Through humor as well as tragedy, Alexander has conveyed her 

observations about woraen who now are beyond raotherhood. The author is 

able to laugh at herself and at the sarae tirae to take herself quite 

seriously. Her characters who have been able to do the sarae, such as 

Magdalena Sand (Kinder) and Josefine Bahr (Die torichte Jungfrau). 

stand out as her strongest ones. This corabination of huraor and 

seriousness raay well have provided Alexander the ability for success 

and the strength for necessary change throughout her life and now into 

the years beyond raotherhood. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Woraen do have the strength to reraain nurturing without 
sacrificing theraselves in the process. They have the strength to 
resist the model of mothering that has been imposed upon them 

(Elaine Heffner, Mothering: The eraotional experience of 
motherhood after Freud and Feminism 19). 

This study has been an effort to show that raany of the writings 

of Elisabeth Alexander are indeed what the western world considers 

"feminist." Although Alexander rejects that contention and clairas 

that feminists would-never recognize her as such, her literature sets 

forth raany of the sarae declarations and arguraents found in modern 

feminist writings. Ferainist writers in both Gerraany and Araerica, such 

as Helga Hasing, Christel Gobelsraann, Edith Hoshino Altbach, and 

Jeanette Clausen, consider raany of her works to be ferainist. and have 

included stories and poeras by Alexander in anthologies of ferainist 

writing in both countries. 

Alexander's contention throughout rauch of her literature is that 

mothers must have the rights allowed other individuals in society. It 

is especially obvious in her novel, Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten 

sollen, and in poetry such as "Selbstmorderinnen," that she speaks 

from a feminist point of view. These works, among others of 

Alexander's, deal with the untenable expectations placed on mothers by 

the patriarchal society-a problem which the author feels that 

feminists do not address, but which, in fact, is a major concern of 

the modern women's moveraent. 

86 
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The working definition for "feminism" in this thesis has been 

that found in Webster: a) the principle that women should have 

political, economic, and social rights equal to those of men, and 

b) the moveraent to win such rights for woraen. As was discussed in 

Chapter II, Alexander has not adequately defined feminisra and the 

modern women's movement for herself. In a few poeras and stories, as 

well as in interview stateraents, Alexander has taken a rauch raore 

slanted view of feminisra than the dictionary definition perraits. In 

interviews she has accused sorae feminist factions of being non-

individualists, pseudo-intellectuals, and raen-haters. According to 

Alexander, ferainists are woraen who do not have to support theraselves 

financially and who are not wives and raothers. A study of modern 

feminism proves Alexander's assessments to be erroneous. Ferainists 

are individuals coming from raany segments of society. Most are 

female, but many are raen. Many are academicians, but others corae from 

all areas of the work force, both professional and non-professional, 

including housewives and househusbands. Sorae are unraarried and 

childless, but a similar number have spouses and children. There can 

be little generalization about who is or is not ferainist, other than 

the fact that s/he is an individual who stands for equal political, 

economic, and social rights for woraen. 

Alexander formulated her negative irapression of the raoveraent upon 

her initial exposure to the idea of "woraen's liberation" in the late 

sixties during the leftist student moveraent. As a single raother with 

three young children, she understood leftist feminists to be anti-
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male, anti-mother, and anti-family—stances which the young German 

movement had indeed adopted. But the feminist moveraent has matured 

since then, in Germany and America. Newsweek raagazine has recently 

reported that the new wave of feminism considers "children" and 

"working in cooperation with men" leading items on the raoveraent's new 

"personal" agenda (Salholz, et al. 58). Newer writings about ferainisra 

in Gerraany echo the sarae concerns for the support of raotherhood and 

the willingness to work with enlightened men who are sensitive to the 

women's raoveraent (Mabry, The New Women's Moveraent . . .J), 

In defending her anti-ferainist stance, the author says that she 

prefers to discover her own truths and not to read someone else s 

theory, unlike ferainists, who in her view subscribe to dogma they have 

raeraorized from their leaders. She prides herself in being a "self-

made woman"—having not only supported herself and her three children 

since her 1963 divorce—but also for having becorae a rauch-published 

author during that tirae. Because of her hard-earned success, 

Alexander seeras to shun other women who have not fought the 

establishment to reach independence as she has done. 

In her scorn for woraen who have been weaker than she, the author 

exhibits a lack of bonding with those of her own sex. Her heroines 

also show a lack of bonding; for instance, in Sie hatte ihre Kinder 

toten sollen, Magdalena Sand has no obvious feraale friend in whora she 

can confide or frora whora she receives psychological support. She 

keeps the terrible truth of her abusive husband and distressing faraily 

life to herself. Alexander explains that in Gerraany, raost farailies 
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try to hide their dirty secrets, their Familiendreck. from their 

friends and appear on the surface as if nothing were wrong. The 

author says she created the sordid story of Magdalena's raarried life 

with the intention of bringing such Familiendreck out in the open—to 

provide a chance for open communication on the subject. In Kinder and 

the story "Von Dort," Alexander comments on the lack of communication 

between woraen. She has observed what other ferainist writers have 

sensed—that women need to bond. In studying ferainisra, it becoraes 

obvious that this lack of affinity between woraen is what keeps thera 

isolated. Without communication of true feelings, woraen thwart the 

chance for a united moveraent for equality. According to other 

ferainist writers such as Columbia University professor Carolyn 

Heilbrun, bonding between women is essential to the growth of 

feminisra; females need to support each other in their struggle for 

self-confidence and independence. Heilbrun has written: 

Women [like Alexander] who have entered the raale-dorainated 
world of work or the professions unaware of their woraanhood, 
unidentified with women, convinced that all knowledge is 
sexually neutral, not only fail in their duty to other woraen 
but perhaps also in their obligation to their own work (87). 

It may well be that Alexander fails in her duty to other woraen by 

not bonding with thera. Joining together as a group fosters the 

bonding process, Heilbrun suggests. However, Alexander avoids group 

membership of any kind because of an understandable fear of being 

labeled. It would be to Alexander's advantage to realize that the 

only label ferainists need to carry is that of concern over the 

injustices faced by woraen, raen, and children in today's society. 
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Alexander has shown in her literature that she is deeply troubled by 

the oppression experienced by mothers, especially by single raothers in 

the poverty bracket. In spite of her protests against being labeled 

"ferainist," Alexander has spoken convincingly of ferainist concerns 

through her literature. 

Therefore, her renouncing of ferainisra is not congruent with her 

arguments for the rights of mothers. She contends that Stimmigkeit-a 

congruency of thoughts, words, and actions—is a cornerstone in her 

personal philosophy. It seeras that she betrays her principle of 

Stimmigkeit by condemning ferainisra while at the same tirae using its 

arguraents to cite injustices confronted by her fictional heroines such 

as Magdalena Sand and Josefine Bahr (Die torichte Jungfrau). 

Women like Magdalena give up their autonoray—their friendships, 

careers, individuality—when they raarry and have children. They have 

been conditioned to feel it is their duty to give all their energy and 

attention to their husbands and children, and in doing so, they often 

lose their own personhood. Thus, they usually hurt theraselves and 

their families by becoming a weaker version of the person they could 

have been. 

Alexander's arguraent, as well as that of other ferainist writers, 

is not against raarriage itself, but against submitting oneself to the 

"Eternal Woman" image. This expectation of the wife and mother, 

promoted by the patriarchal society and in the Judeo-Christian 

tradition, is opposed to woraan being a developing, self-creating, 

authentic person. A strong individual, as opposed to the "Eternal 
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Woman," would ultimately help more with developing unselfishness in 

her husband and children than one who sacrifices her uniqueness to 

their every wish. Although Alexander does not use the term "Eternal 

Woraan" to describe Magdalena's early influences, she details in Kinder 

this destructive tendency in her heroine. In works such as Kinder and 

the poem "Ein Frauenleben," the poet/author coraraents on the male 

desire to find a mother in his wife—a typical male expectation of the 

"Eternal Woman" image. Alexander allows Magdalena Sand the insight 

finally even to lash out at the Virgin Mary, who embodies the "Eternal 

Woman" image. Magdalena finally sees through the rayth of motTierhood 

promoted by the Madonna influence. 

A study of Judeo-Christian history leads to the discovery that 

the Madonna image was probably an invention of early church hierarchy, 

as was also the myth of Adara and Eve. According to feminist writers 

Mary Daly, Merlin Stone, and Simone de Beauvoir, both legends have 

been instruments to enslave woraen in the role of mother and wife. 

Historical evidence presented by Stone describes a strong, yet 

peaceful raatriarchal society in pre-Hebrew tiraes which was brutally 

conquered by patriarchal tribes around 2300 BC (Stone 196). This 

progressive raatriarchal civilization appears to have existed without 

challenge in the Middle East for thousands of years, worshipping a 

goddess of peace and fertility. Property was passed from niother to 

daughter and there was no need to determine who the father of the 

children had been. Once conquered by the violent and patriarchal 

Hebrews, the forraer raatriarchal civilization saw the invention of the 
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individual family unit headed by a male who deraanded knowledge of his 

paternity; i.e., the certainty that his wife's children were actually 

fathered by him. Therefore, the male took control of property 

ownership through his narae (Stone 161). Woraan was convinced that she 

carried the guilt of Eve and she was therefore expected to submit 

obediently to her husband in all matters. In their effort to crush 

the matriarchal system, the Hebrew tribes invented a raale god, along 

with rules which allowed power only to males. The Virgin Mary was, of 

course, invented much later by church hierarchy; sorae theorize that 

her image was devised to satisfy the deraand araong the laity for a 

goddess figure. Although placed on a pedestal, she is revered only in 

her role as a sacrificing raother. She is to serve as the raodel for 

all Catholic woraen. 

Alexander is not alone when she voices the concern that woraen 

must rise out of this false idea of "feminity"—this "Eternal Feraale" 

tradition. The motherhood rayth teaches that woraan is not fulfilled 

unless she becoraes a wife and raother, and that once she takes this 

role, she must sacrifice her own personhood. In seeing their way 

clear of this myth, ferainists are not calling for an end to 

motherhood, but instead an end to the institution of motherhood which 

has been perpetrated by the patriarchy. Instead of assuming that 

mothers should bear the entire responsiblity for nurturing the 

children, feminists maintain that this task should be shared equally 

by father and mother. Even Dr. Benjamira Spock, who for years espoused 

the necessity for full-tirae raotherhood, has shifted position. He now 
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admits, "I recognize that the father's responsibility is as great as 

the mother's," and that "both parents have an equal right to a career 

if they want one" (qtd. in Price 32). 

Alexander also has denounced the institution of motherhood in 

Kinder and provides her heroine the chance to destroy the myth for 

herself. It has been found in this thesis that instead of committing 

suicide, as many reviewers have assumed is the outcome, Magdalena 

assumes a ferainistic approach to her predicaraent. Upon careful 

reading of the novel's conclusion, one can discover a strong will to 

live in the heroine's assertions. In the conclusion of Kinder 

Magdalena apparently finds strength frora within to take charge of her 

own life and to insist that her grown children be responsible for 

theirs. Her decision can be seen as an act of love for herself and 

for her children, because now all will have the chance to find self-

strength that accompanies freedom and responsibility, \\fhether or not 

she knows it, Alexander, by way of her literature, has joined other 

feminist writers such as de Beauvoir, Daly, Badinter, Rich, and Price 

in disclaiming the motherhood myth. 

The fact that she speaks also for men in modern society in such 

works as "Der Vatertag" does not preclude her serving as spokesperson 

for women in many other works, such as Sie hatte ihre Kinder toten 

sollen and Die torichte Jungfrau. Feminists raay—and in fact should— 

speak for all of humanity. Alexander has done that persuasively. The 

ferainist authors included in this study contend that until raen and 

women are treated equally in the world there will be no social 

justice, no fulfillment of huraan purpose for either raale or feraale. 

file:////fhether
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Although Alexander has claimed that most ferainists are uncreative in 

their negative attitudes (letter to author 21 Jan. 86). Adrienne Rich 

reveals an optiraistic feminist view of the future: 

And at moments I can conceive of a woman's raoveraent that will 
show the way to huraanizing technology and fusing dreams and 
skills and visions and reason to begin the healing of the 
huraan race (Kalstone 59). 

If women are to coraplete the process which will allow their 

selfhood, the spirits which have always defended the old raarriage bond 

and the old institution of raotherhood raust reconstruct theraselves into 

what Elisabeth Badinter calls "that raodern spirit of nurturance in T,en 

and women that is not destructive of the earth and its riches, but 

which recognizes a new order of individuals" (250). Elisabeth 

Alexander's literature sets forth the sarae claims. 
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